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Recent research studies have recognized the applicability of carry and forward based
routing in a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), where packets are stored and carried
by a moving vehicle until another vehicle comes into its transmission range and the
packets are transmitted via wireless channel. This thesis explores several research
topics concerning the use of a carry and forward approach in a vehicular network.
In the first part of our research, we develop an end-to-end delay model in a unidi-
rectional highway using vehicle-to-vehicle connectivity parameters that include the
carry and forward approach which extends an existing catch-up time delay model
for two disconnected vehicle clusters to multiple disconnected clusters on a unidi-
rectional highway. Consequently, two distributions are newly derived to represent
the number of clusters on a highway using a vehicular traffic model. The analytical
results obtained from the end-to-end distribution model are then validated through
simulation results. In the second part of our research, we present a fuzzy logic based
beaconing system where beacon intervals are adjusted based on packet carried time,
number of single-hop neighbors, and vehicles speed. It is common for vehicles in a
VANET to exchange information by broadcasting beacon messages periodically. This
information is required not only for routing protocols when making routing decisions,
but also for safety applications. Choosing a suitable interval for broadcasting bea-
con messages has been considered a communication challenge since there will be a
trade-off between information accuracy and channel usage. Therefore, an adaptive
ii
beaconing approach is needed so that vehicles can regulate their beacon rate based
on traffic condition. Through simulation in a grid model and a realistic scenario, we
are able to show that the fuzzy logic based beaconing system is not only able to re-
duce routing overhead and packet collision, but also decrease the average end-to-end
delay and increase the delivery rate as well. The last issue of this thesis focuses on
developing a proactive multi-copy routing protocol with carry and forward mecha-
nism that is able to deliver packets from a source vehicle to a destination vehicle at a
small delivery delay. It has been ascertained by the majority of researches in VANET
that the carry and forward procedure can significantly affect an end-to-end delivery
delay. Our approach is to replicate data packets and distribute them to different re-
lays. The proposed protocol creates enough diversity to reach the destination vehicle
with a small end-to-end delivery delay while keeping low routing overhead by routing
multiple copies independently. The simulation results in an urban grid model show
that the proposed multi-copy forwarding protocol is able to deliver packets at small
delivery delay compared to a single-copy forwarding algorithm without having to rely
on real time traffic data or flooding mechanism.
iii
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Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infras-
tructure (V2I) communications using wireless local area network technologies. The
main idea of VANET is to provide continuous connectivity to mobile users while on
the road, and to provide efficient vehicle-to-vehicle communications [1, 2]. In recent
years, the research and development in this area has intensified due to several factors.
One of the contributing factors is the potential advantages of VANET applications.
V2V and V2I communications have enabled the development and implementation of
a variety of applications, as well as providing a broad range of information to drivers
and travelers. By integrating a vehicle’s on-board devices with the network interface,
various types of sensors and Global Positioning System (GPS) devices, the vehicle
has the capability to aggregate, process and disseminate information about itself and
1
its environment to other vehicles in the immediate vicinity that can be used for en-
hancing road safety and providing passenger comfort [3–5].
In addition, the advancements in computing and wireless communication tech-
nologies have increased interest in “smart” vehicles, resulting in more vehicle man-
ufacturers beginning to adopt the use of information and technology to tackle the
issue of safety and the environment, as well as the comfort of their vehicles. A smart
vehicle should at least be equipped with on-board units, also known as in-vehicle
equipments, that are needed for communication. For inter-vehicle communication,
it is assumed that a vehicle should have a central processing unit (CPU) that im-
plements applications and communication protocols; a wireless transceiver for trans-
mitting and receiving data packets or wireless signals; a GPS receiver for location
and time synchronization information, and a human interface between the driver and
the system [6–8]. In [8, 9], the authors described computing platforms for vehicular
communication (VC) that are dedicated to VC functionality and independent from
car processors and controllers. Car processors and controllers are normally used for
tasks such as fuel injection, braking, transmission and car charging [8, 9]. However,
VC computing platforms are independent from these vehicle power systems and are
responsible for V2V and V2I communication protocols and applications. The VC
computing platforms usually use information provided by the vehicle processors and
controller and forward them to safety and driving efficiency applications [8].
2
Another contributing factor in the increment of VANET studies is the commit-
ment of national and regional governments to assign wireless spectrum and the wide
implementation of wireless access technologies that provide the required radio in-
terface to facilitate V2V and V2I communications between vehicles [5, 10, 11]. In
1999, the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC) assigned the 75
MHz band of Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) at the 5.850 - 5.925
GHz frequency for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) application in North
America, which is used for variety of services such as safety applications, real-time
traffic management, traveler information and many more [3, 5, 11, 12]. In Europe,
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard Institute), which is responsible for
the standardization in the telecommunication industry, has designated the frequency
band between 5.885 − 5.905 GHz for ITS applications in year 2008 [3, 5, 11]. DSRC
radio technology is built based on the IEEE 802.11p standard, which is modified from
the IEEE 802.11a standard since the latter is not sufficient enough to support inter-
vehicle communication. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
modified the 802.11a standard to match the vehicular environment, and from this
effort, IEEE standardized a new standard specifically for wireless access in the vehic-
ular environment (WAVE) which is IEEE 802.11p with higher tolerance to multi-path
propagation and Doppler spread effects for moving vehicles [5, 13].
3
1.2. Research Motivations
As mentioned in Section 2.1, one of VANET key features that differentiates itself from
traditional ad hoc network is its dynamic topology, due to the vehicles’ speed and
movement. Therefore, it is natural for VANET’s topology to have two extreme cases
of network density, which are very high network density where each node can have
hundreds of neighbors within its transmission range and very low network density in
which transmission via wireless channel might be impossible. Because of VANETs’
dynamic topologies and highly variable vehicle densities, it is difficult for topology-
based or on-demand routing protocols to establish an end-to-end route between the
source and destination vehicle, although it is not impossible. Examples of VANET
topology based routing protocols are multi-hop routing protocol for urban vehicular
ad hoc network (MURU), which is proposed in [14]; and movement prediction-based
routing (MOPR) proposed in [15].
Since the topology of a vehicular network can change rapidly and discovering new
routes not only can incur large overhead but large delays as well, most routing proto-
cols in VANETs are shifted towards making forwarding decisions based on information
of vehicle’s immediate neighbors only. The set of all neighbors and their respective in-
formation are determined using periodic beacon messages that are exchanged among
nearby nodes. Using this method, vehicles do not have global knowledge of the
network topology and forwarding decisions are made locally. Consequently, these
protocols often experience local optimum problems, in which a vehicle cannot find
4
the next forwarding node. This problem normally occurs in a sparse network that
has intermittent network connectivity and it can cause routing failures. Therefore, it
is important for a protocol to have an alternative method for packet dissemination
such as a carry and forward feature to increase the chance of the packets arriving at
the destination. Basically, packets are stored and carried temporarily in a moving
vehicle while waiting for opportunities to forward them via wireless channel. Major-
ity of VANET routing protocols is now designed to include a store-carry and forward
feature as part of their recovery method. Some examples that use this feature are
Vehicle-Assisted Data Delivery (VADD) protocol [16], Greedy Traffic-Aware Routing
(GyTAR) protocol [17], and Border Node based Routing (BBR) protocol [18].
Choosing forwarding path with high density paths may not be the optimal solu-
tions in minimizing delivery delay. If all vehicles have the same idea in using high
density paths, channel utilizations along these paths will increase, and as a result,
packets may either get dropped or incur higher delays. Relying on preloaded traffic
information such as vehicle speed limits and traffic density at different times of the
day to estimate delay is not a good solution either since the information may not
be accurately adapted to the dynamic change in the environment, and it can lead to
selecting a forwarding path with high delivery delay instead.
Obtaining accurate information on local topology such as neighboring vehicles’
locations, directions, and speed for forwarding purposes is crucial especially when
small delivery delay is required by a protocol or an application. Although the use of
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beacon packet is beneficial in maintaining the information of the network topology,
beacon broadcasting in the wireless channel with limited bandwidth can affect the
efficiency of the communication. Since beacon messages are broadcast in an interval
time using a single communication channel that is basically shared by all nodes,
it can potentially increase the wireless channel load which in turn can reduce the
performance of routing protocols and challenge a reliable and successful delivery.
Nevertheless, decreasing the beacon interval rate is not considered to be a suitable
solution, since it will reduce the information freshness at the same time [19]. Stale
neighbor information can cause packets to be delivered to unsuitable neighbor; or
packet drop if the next hop neighbor has already left the transmission range. These
problems can reduce the reliability and efficiency of a routing protocol.
1.3. Research Objectives
Our main focus in this research is to investigate a carry and forward based routing
protocol in both sparse and dense vehicular networks.
1. To investigate end-to-end delay in packet propagation via a carry and forward
method for a random number of vehicle clusters in a one directional highway
scenario
2. To create an adaptive beaconing system using a fuzzy logic system according to
the vehicle’s own movements, number of neighbors and packets carried time to
help reducing routing overhead and collision rate especially in a dense network.
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3. To use proactive multi-copy routing with controlled forwarding to increase the
chance of finding the destination node and reduce end-to-end delay.
4. To incorporate the elements of geographic routing and direction to enable effi-
cient packet forwarding with small delivery delay in a vehicular ad hoc network.
1.4. Thesis Contributions
In the context of our research, we made the following contributions:
(a) We investigate and derive two new distribution models to represent the number
of disconnected vehicle clusters on a unidirectional highway, as given in Section
3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2. Using a Poisson process as our basic assumption for the
arrival of vehicles and two distinct vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) connectivity models,
we formulate the distribution model for number of vehicle clusters in a certain
length of a highway. Using this framework, we are able to estimate the number
of vehicle clusters in both sparse and dense networks. The analytical models for
number of disconnected clusters are then utilized in our investigation to develop a
distribution model for end-to-end delay on a highway using V2V connectivity pa-
rameters that include the carry and forward mechanism. By producing a closed
form solution for the catch-up time delay model between two disconnected clus-
ters, we are able to ascertain the distribution of the catch-up time delay model
as an exponential distribution. We are able to further determine the probability
distribution model for the end-to-end delay between the multiple disconnected
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clusters as an Erlang-n distribution by using an exponential approximation for
the catch-up delay between two disconnected clusters and the models for the
multiple number of clusters. This framework enable us to assess the end-to-end
delivery delay between a source and destination moving on a highway for both
disconnected and well-connected vehicular networks.
(b) We design and develop a beaconing system that can adjust its beacon rate based
on the current condition of the network. The beacon rate adaptation is achieved
through the use of a fuzzy logic system. In general, a fuzzy logic system can
adjust its output value based on the input values and its knowledge base. In our
implementation, we set the beacon interval as the fuzzy logic system’s output
and its value is adjusted based on the input values, which are packet carried time,
number of single-hop neighbors, and the vehicle current speed. The developed
fuzzy logic system is able to determine the current network condition whether
the network is sparse or well-connected based on the above input values and the
knowledge base. In a sparse network, packets are being carried most of the time
since the number of vehicles is small and can approach to zero, and vehicles are
normally moved with high speed. In this situation, the fuzzy system sets the
interval to low value so that the frequency of broadcasting the beacon packet
is increased. In a well-connected network where the number of neighboring
vehicles is usually large and vehicles are moving at a slow speed, packets are
often transmitted via wireless channel instead of being carried by vehicles. In
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this type of network, the beacon frequency is reduced since vehicles have low
mobility and neighboring vehicles do not change rapidly. By adjusting beacon
intervals to the current network condition, the adaptive beaconing system is
able to reduce the unnecessary routing overhead in a dense network and obtain
accurate information rapidly in a disconnected network.
(c) We construct and implement a proactive multi-copy routing (PMC) protocol
that is able to reduce end-to-end delay without the use of real time traffic data
or a flooding mechanism. The main component of the developed PMC protocol
is the controlled replication of data packets. Fundamentally, each time a vehi-
cle arrives at an intersection, the protocol generates multiple copies of a data
packet and distributes them to different relays. Subsequently, each of these re-
lays forwards or carries its copy to the destination vehicles or other intermediate
vehicles. The selection of relays begins with the process of the selection of the
road segments with direction that can bring the packets closer to the destination
vehicles. Once the road segments have been selected, PMC selects a suitable
next hop vehicle for each road segment by using a greedy forwarding algorithm
with direction awareness. In this algorithm, vehicles that are closest to the des-
tination vehicle and move towards the latter will be chosen. At a regular road
segment, packets are also forwarded by utilizing greedy forwarding with direc-
tion awareness algorithm. To reduce redundant replications, we add additional
fields to the beacon packet that include the acknowledgment identification, the
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identification of replicated packet, the destination identification, and intersection
location where the current packet is being replicated. The information is saved
by the beacon’s receivers and will be used to avoid redundant replication of a
data packet at a particular intersection.
1.5. Thesis Organization
In this section, we outline the organization of this thesis and give a brief overview of
each chapter.
Chapter 2: In this chapter, we discuss the challenges faced by common MANET
routing protocols in a vehicular network and VANET routing solutions that employs
carry and forward approach. We also include our examination on adaptive beaconing
mechanisms proposed in the literature, and analyses on VANET connectivity and
end-to-end delay model.
Chapter 3: An analytical framework on end-to-end delay based on multiple discon-
nected clusters in a unidirectional highway is presented in this chapter.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, we describe a fuzzy logic approach for an adaptive bea-
coning system in broadcasting single-hop beacon packets.
Chapter 5: The design and implementation a routing protocol that proactively repli-
cates data packets at road intersections is given in this chapter.
Chapter 6: We conclude our thesis in this chapter by summarizing the contributions




2.1. Overview on VANET
In general, VANET is formed between nodes an as-needed basis. To create a VANET,
vehicles need to have wireless transceivers and computerized modules that enable the
vehicles to act as network nodes. There are three types of VANETs architecture
namely; pure cellular/wireless local area network (WLAN), pure ad hoc, and hybrid
[1], as shown in Figure 2.1. In pure cellular/WLAN architecture, VANETs use fixed
cellular gateways and WLAN access points either to gain access to the Internet, gather
information on traffic or find information for routing purposes.
Similar to mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), VANETs consist of radio-enabled
vehicles which act as mobile nodes and routers for other nodes. Although VANETs
share a few common MANETs characteristics such as self-organization and self-





Figure 2.1. Three types of VANET network architecture
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significant features that differentiate them from other types of ad hoc networks [1,2,8].
The features of VANETs are as follows:
1. Highly dynamic topology
VANETs’ topology is considered very dynamic due to the high speed and move-
ment of the vehicles
2. Frequently disconnected network
Due to the same reason, VANETs connectivity is also often changing, especially
when the number of vehicles is low, which usually leads to disconnected net-
works. In [20], the authors proposed a vehicular connectivity model based on
empirical data collected at highway I-80 of San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
between Emeryville, CA and Berkeley, CA; by Berkeley Highway Laboratory
(BHL). From the data collected, it can be seen that there are times when the
traffic volume is low, which is around 1 am to 3 am [20]. The low traffic volume
can create partition in the network and can hinder packet transmission vehicles.
3. Sufficient energy and storage
Since the mobile nodes in VANETs are mostly cars, they should have sufficient
energy and computing power (including both storage and processing) compared
to mobile nodes in regular ad hoc networks.
4. Geographical type of communication
In addition to a typical unicast or multicast communication where the end
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points are normally defined by ID or group ID; VANETs use a new type of
communication, which uses geographical areas to determine where packets need
to be forwarded.
5. Mobility modeling and predictions
Mobility modeling and predictions are considered as important factors in net-
work protocol design in VANETs since MANET’s mobility models may not
be suitable for VANET. One reason is due to dynamic topology and mobile
node’s high mobibility. Another reason is the significant cost of implementing
a VANET system in real world. Therefore, it is important to have a realistic
vehicular mobility model in VANET simulation to make sure any conclusion
derives from simulation will carry through to real deployment [21]. In addition,
the future position of mobile nodes can often be predicted given the nodes’
speed and street maps since the nodes are constrained by highways, roads, and
streets.
6. Various communication environments
There are two typical communication scenarios operated by mobile nodes in
VANETs. The first scenario is highway traffic scenario where the environment
is relatively simple and straightforward. The second scenario is a city streets
scenario, in which the streets are often separated by buildings, trees, and other
obstacles. Therefore, there is not always a direct line of communications in the
direction of intended data communication.
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7. Hard delay constraints
Some VANETs applications emphasize more hard delay constraints more than
high data rates, such as accident avoidance applications where certain events
such as air bag ignition or brake event happened. The message must be delivered
in a certain amount of time to avoid more accidents.
8. Interaction with on-board sensors
It can be assumed that vehicles in VANETs are equipped with on-board sensors
such as GPS devices which can provide information that can be used for routing
purposes or to form communication links. Other sensors such as sensors for air-
bag ignition or brake events can also be used to provide information for safety
applications.
The authors in [21] also defines several VANET characteristics that separate
VANET from MANET. One of the attributes that are discussed is the node velocity,
which can range from zero for vehicles that are caught in traffic jam or stationary
road side units, to over 150 km/h for vehicles that are on highways [21]. The authors
in [21] discussed how both extreme cases can create special challenges in vehicular
ad hoc communication systems. Vehicles with high velocity have very short wireless
communications window due to short encounters between vehicles. The short com-
munication window can cause link failure since the link layer is unable to predict
when a connection will be disrupted. Furthermore, brief encounters between vehicles
can cause the topology to be highly unstable, which makes topology-based routing
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protocols inadequate for packet dissemination [21]. On the other hand, vehicles with
low or zero velocity indicates the network has a very high vehicle density, which can
lead to high interference, medium access problems, and packet collisions.
Another VANET characteristic defined in [21] is the pattern movement. Unlike in
MANET, mobile nodes in VANET do not move in random manner, instead, they move
in predefined locations, specifically in streets with normally two directions. Unpre-
dictable changes in traffic directions usually happen at the intersections of roads. The
roads can be categorized in three main locations, which are city, rural areas, and high-
ways. Node density is another element that differentiate VANET from MANET [21].
The density of mobile nodes in VANET can range from zero or dozens in rural areas
to hundreds in city area.
2.2. VANET Routing Protocols
As mentioned in the previous chapter, VANET’s topology is considered very dynamic
due to the high speed and mobility of the vehicles. Due to its dynamic nature,
finding and maintaining routes is considered a challenge in VANET. Since VANET
and MANET share the basic principle in terms of architecture and communication,
most of the ad hoc routing protocols such as Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV) protocol [22] and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [23] can still be
applied to VANETs. Both AODV and DSR are on-demand routing protocol, and
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they do not maintain routes unless routes are needed for forwarding packets, which is
very helpful in reducing network overhead especially in small networks. On the other
hand, simulations done by [24–27] show that most of the general purpose ad hoc
routing protocols have poor route convergence and low communication throughput in
VANET because of the nodes’ high mobility. Nevertheless, a number of researchers
have proposed modified versions of MANET protocols to accommodate VANET’s
unique properties. One of these protocols is called multi-hop routing protocol for
urban vehicular ad hoc network (MURU), which is proposed in [14]. In the protocol,
each intermediate node approximates the quality of the wireless link between itself
and its downlink vehicle; and updates the value of metric expected disconnection
degree. The metric is used to assess the probability that a path would be broken
in a predefined time period [14]. Subsequently, the protocol selects the route with
the lowest breakage probability for packets transmission. Another MANET routing
protocol modified for VANET is proposed by Menouar et al. in [15] and it is called
movement prediction-based routing (MOPR). The protocol ascertains the most stable
route based on the lifetime and links in the route by calculating the speeds of two
neighboring vehicles.
Position based routing is one of the routing strategies that are often used in ad
hoc network research studies. In this strategy, the protocol makes routing decision
by using geographic information obtained from street maps, traffic models, or on-
board navigational systems. One of the best known position based routing protocols
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is Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [28] protocol, which combines greedy
routing with face routing. In greedy forwarding, GPSR tries to bring packets closer
to the destination in each hop by using geographic information. However, in many
cases, greedy forwarding can lead to a local maximum problem where there is no
neighbor closer to the destination node except for the current forwarding node. In
this case, GPSR uses face routing to recover from the local maximum problem by
forwarding the packet along the interior faces of the communication graph. Unfor-
tunately, GPSR performs best in a free open space scenario with evenly distributed
nodes, and simulations in [25, 29, 30] show GPSR’s performance degrades when it is
applied to city scenarios. One of the main reasons is that in these scenarios, greedy
forwarding is restricted as it is not easy to get direct communications between mobile
nodes due to obstacles such as buildings and trees.
To mitigate the problem faced by GPSR in a city environment, the authors in [29]
propose a solution called Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR) which does
not use either source routing or street maps. This protocol uses a restricted greedy
forwarding instead of regular greedy forwarding when transmitting packets on a street.
In restricted greedy forwarding, GPCR prefers to choose a node on a junction as
the next hop even though the node is not geographically closest to the destination
node [11, 29]. This protocol uses the fact that the nodes at a junction in the street
follow a natural planar graph. Consequently, using the restricted greedy algorithm,
packets will be always forwarded to a node on a junction instead of being forwarded
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across the junction.
Aside from unicast routing, broadcast routing is also used in VANETs for dis-
seminating information among vehicles such as sharing traffic information, weather,
emergency news, and road condition. The most straightforward approach to imple-
ment a broadcast routing protocol is to flood the whole network where each node
re-broadcasts a message to its entire neighboring vehicles excluding the node that
sent the message [1,31]. One of the benefits of flooding the network is that it ensures
all nodes in the network will receive the message ultimately. It is a simple method
to implement, and this method operates quite well in a small network. However,
broadcast service can cause large overhead for a large network. Flooding can cause
contentions and collisions, broadcast storms, and high bandwidth consumption, since
all nodes will be receiving and broadcasting messages nearly at the same time. Ac-
cording to the authors in [1, 31], these congestions can be avoided by using selective
forwarding instead of flooding.
An example of modified broadcast service is the Urban Multi-hop Broadcast proto-
col (UMB) [32]. According to the authors in [32], this protocol is designed to overcome
interference, packet collisions, and hidden nodes problems during multihop broadcast
communication. In this protocol, the sending nodes attempt to select the furthest
node in the broadcast direction to assign the duty of disseminating the messages
without any prior knowledge of the network topology.
The above routing protocols are able to attain a high delivery rate in a dense
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network. However, these protocols are unable to achieve the same delivery rate in a
sparse network where a node usually does not have any neighbors closer to the desti-
nation node than itself. To increase the chance of packet delivery in a sparse network,
a number of research studies begin to include a carry and forward [33] strategy in
their proposed protocol. A notable example is a protocol called Vehicle-Assisted Data
Delivery (VADD), which is proposed in [16]. VADD protocol incorporates the carry
and forward feature that buffers packets if the network is partitioned. The carry-
and-forward strategy is used to transfer those packets along vehicles on the fastest
roads available if packets are unable to be delivered via wireless channel. A vehicle
makes a decision at an intersection and selects the next forwarding road with the
smallest packet delivery delay. The VADD protocol uses traffic information such as
density, speed limits and traffic signal to select a path dynamically for the forwarding
process [16]. The protocol prefers high traffic density path to geographically shortest
Figure 2.2. VADD scenario between a mobile node and a stationary destination
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path especially if the geographically shortest path contains partitioned network and
packets have to be carried by vehicles instead of transmitted via wireless channel. In
a scenario outlined in [16], which is shown in Figure 2.2, even though path Ia → Ib
is geographically the shortest path, VADD forwards packets through path Ia → Ic,
Ic → Id, Id → Ib since the intermediate node in path IaIb will suffer network discon-
nection, whereas packets in the latter path can be transmitted via wireless channel
and with small delivery delay.
Aside from VADD, the Greedy Traffic-Aware Routing (GyTAR) protocol, which
is proposed in [11,17], also uses the carry and forward approach as one of its routing
strategies in solving the network disconnection problem. The protocol consists of
two parts, which are dynamic junction selection procedure and forwarding strategy
between between two involved intersections. GyTAR protocol uses digital maps to
identify the position of intersections as well as finding the shortest path towards the
destination. When choosing the next intersection, the relay node looks for the location
of the nearby intersections using the digital city map. For each candidate intersection,
the protocol calculates a score using the traffic density between the current and the
candidate intersections; and the curvemetric distance of the candidate junction to the
destination. The term curvemetric refers to the distance measured when following
the geometric shape of a road. The candidate intersection with the highest score
will be selected. After the next junction is selected, the protocol then implements
the improved greedy strategy to forward the packets toward the selected junction.
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While GyTAR offers a more intricate solution in selecting the next intersection by
taking into account the progression of different intersections towards the destination
as well as the vehicles density of each junction; it does not, however, take the vehicles
direction into consideration. The intersection selection can be ineffective if most of the
vehicles between the current and the selected intersections are moving the opposite
direction of the forwarding vehicle.
Zhang, M. and Wolff, R. propose a protocol that uses the carry and forward ap-
proach which is called the Border Node based Routing (BBR) protocol [18]. The
protocol is an infrastructure-less protocol, and it combines a single-hop beaconing
service and the carry-and-forward approach to transmit packets to the destination
node with minimum delivery delay. BBR uses periodic single-hop beacon packets for
neighbor discovery process and border node selection algorithm. The neighbor discov-
ery process is responsible for collecting the current single-hop neighbor information.
This information is then used in the border node selection algorithm. A border node
is defined as a node that is closest to the edge of the transmission range and is re-
sponsible for saving and forwarding any received packets. However, unlike VADD,
BBR does not use any geographical information in selecting the border node. Instead,
the algorithm uses the single-hop neighbor information and selects the border node
using the minimum common neighbor approach. Through a distributed process, this
approach selects the node with the least number of common neighbors as the border
node. Henceforth, the border node is responsible for broadcasting any received data
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packets or carrying the packets if there is no node within its transmission range.
Tonguz et al. (2010) [34] propose a broadcast protocol called Distributed Vehicular
Broadcast (DV-CAST) protocol that is suitable for both sparse and dense network.
The protocol is able to handle a broadcast storm problem in a dense network and a
disconnected network problem in a sparse network while incurring small amount of
overhead. Similar to VADD and BBR, DV-CAST also uses periodic single-hop bea-
con messages to maintain one-hop neighbor list and employs the carry and forward
approach when forwarding packets in a disconnected network. Information exchanged
via beacon messages is used by DV-CAST in the neighbor detection mechanism to
determine neighbors’ connectivity. A neighbor is considered out of range if the vehicle
does not hear from that particular neighbor for more than twice the duration of the
beacon update interval. Through this mechanism, DV-CAST is able to determine
whether a vehicle is in a sparse or well-connected network. In a well-connected net-
work, a vehicle uses one of the DV-CAST broadcast suppression schemes in order to
reduce the broadcast storm problem when it receives a broadcast message [34].
2.3. Adaptive Beaconing System in Vehicular Ad hoc
Network
The utilization of periodic information exchange using such as beacons packets in
safety applications has been analyzed in extensive simulations in [35]. It is shown
in [35] that with increasing distance, the success ratio decreases quickly. However,
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this approach could be improved when combined with a position based forwarding
strategy. The authors in [36] shows that network load can be significantly reduced
by selectively suppressing broadcasts based on single-hop neighbor information and
the reliability can be increased via the use of explicit acknowledgments. The main
challenge for all such beacon systems is that they are very sensitive to environmental
conditions such as vehicle density and network load. Many researchers have started
to propose an adaptive beaconing system, in which the interval rate can be adapted
to certain parameters or information that are available in the network.
Sommer et al. [37] propose a method called the Adaptive Traffic Beacon (ATB)
scheme which allows information to be exchanged as frequently as possible and at
the same time, maintain a congestion-free wireless channel. The adaptation in [37] is
achieved by using the channel quality metric and the importance of the message in
generating the next beacon interval I. The proposed method can also dynamically
use infrastructure networks in the vicinity if needed. The interval parameter I, which
is in the range of (0, 1), is calculated with the channel quality C, the message utility
P and the weighting factor wI in accordance with the following equation:





From parameter I, the protocol determines the beacon interval ∆I using the following
equation:
∆I = Imin + (Imax − Imin)× I (2.2)
The channel quality metric in ATB measures the channel availability for the beacon
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transmission. The authors in [37] uses number of collisions with parameterK, conges-
tion probability with parameter N , and Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) with parameter S
to determine the channel quality metric. The three parameters are determined using
the equations below:



















Subsequently, using the calculated parameters in Equations (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), the
metric C is formulated as follows:
C =




The message priority P specifies the significance of each message in the current
network environment [37]. Basically, it allows message with higher priority to be
transmitted first. Equation (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) show four additional param-
eters that are used to determine the metric P . The parameter A in Equation (2.7)
is used to calculate the message age. Parameters De and Dr in Equations (2.8) and
(2.9), respectively, represents a node’s proximity to an event and its proximity to
the next road-side unit. Both parameters use the current speed of the vehicle, v to
measure the proximity in the form of an approximated travel time. The parameter
B in Equation (2.10) is used to discover how much of the information to be sent was
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(2.10)
Finally, using Equations (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), the metric P is found using
the following equation [37]:
P = B × A+De +Dr
3
(2.11)
Thaina et al. proposed two solutions for an adaptive beaconing system in [38],
which are based on statistical and machine learning techniques. Both solutions gen-
erate beacon intervals subject to the condition of vehicular networks’ topology. The
first method is based on linear regression analysis and represented as follows:
Ŷ = a+ bX, (2.12)
where a and b are regression coefficients and expressed using the following equations:











xi = the ith value of the independent variable X.
yi = the ith value of the dependent variable Y .
x = the average value of x.
y = the average value of y.
In this first method, the vehicle’s environment parameters are set as the indepen-
dent variable whereas the beacon interval is the dependent variable [38]. Each node in
a vehicular network uses Equation (2.12) to determine the next interval by counting
the number of neighbor nodes and the number of buffered messages. The sum of these
two values is indicated as the node’s parameter environment, which is X. The value
of X is then substituted in Equation (2.12) to obtain the Y value, which is the next
beacon interval.
The second method proposed in [38] is based on a machine learning technique,
which is called as the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. The second method still uses the
number of neighboring nodes and the number of buffered messages as its environment
parameters, but using a different method of calculation. In k-nearest neighbor learn-
ing, the training examples are collected in the form of (xi, f(xi)) with the assumption
that each pair of training examples correspond to a point in n-dimensional space.
The training examples are collected as a pair of a node’s environment parameter and
the beacon interval. The method calculates the number of neighboring nodes and
the number of buffered messages and sets the summation of the two parameters as
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the environment parameter, xq. Equations (2.15) and (2.16) are used to determine
all of the nearest neighbors and weight of each nearest neighbor (wi), respectively.
In Equation (2.15), if instance x consists of attribute 〈a1(x), a2(x), · · · , an(x)〉, then
attribute ar(x) denotes the value of the rth attribute of instance x [38].
d (xq, xi) ≡
√√√√ n∑
r=1













where k denote the number of nearest neighbors.
A further example on an adaptive beaconing system is given by Boukerche et
al. [39], which adapt the beaconing rate by predicting the position of a neighbor in
the near future. By using a neighbor node’s previous location, speed and direction
that are stored in a received beacon, a vehicle predicts the location of that particular
neighbor node and compares the predicted location with the current location that
exists in the received beacon. The beacon packet will be sent out only if the difference
between the predicted position and the actual position of a neighbor is greater than
the protocol pre-determined threshold value.
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2.4. End-to-end Delay Analysis for Carry and For-
ward based Routing in VANET
Although many research studies have been carried out to incorporate the carry and
forward approach in their proposed routing protocols, not many studies have been
done in analyzing the end-to-end delay when the carry and forward approach is em-
ployed during the packet forwarding in VANET. Wu et al. [40] have presented an
analytical study on the information propagation speed when the carry and forward
approach is used in both one- and two-way highway scenarios where vehicle arrivals
are based on Poisson Process and the vehicle speeds are uniformly distributed in a
designated range. The authors provide numerical results on information propagation
speed under two network models, which are low density network and high density
network.
A number of researches have developed analytical models for studying vehicular
network characteristics and performance metrics [41–45]. However, these studies are
focusing mainly on information propagation speed model, connectivity model, mobil-
ity model and link reliability model. They do not present any probability distribution
model on end-to-end delay and the information propagation speed model is normally
based on the expected values of the end-to-end delivery delay. The authors in [43]
has modified the information propagation speed model from Wu et al. [40] by using
a traffic intensity for Poisson arrival model and truncated Gaussian distribution for
vehicles’ speed. However, the study done by [43] only includes the result on the in-
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formation propagation speed model and the study does not show any development
on the distribution model for end-to-end delay.
Wisitpongphan et al. [20] proposed a similar analytical model as [40] for VANET
connectivity in a sparse network. Using empirical traffic data, the authors study and
formulate VANET parameters such as inter-arrival time and inter-vehicle spacing.
The authors also derive a comprehensive analytical framework that can be used to
characterize a sparse vehicular network for one- and two-directional highways. Fur-
thermore, the authors did an analysis on a parameter similar to the catch-up time
in [40] which is referred to as the re-healing time. However, the study on re-healing
time in [20] is focused on the two-directional highways and between adjacent vehi-
cles. Through simulation, the authors are able to validate their analytical framework
and analyze and-to-end delay for packet transmission with distance between source
and destination varies from 1 to 30 km [20]. Nonetheless, the study on the average
end-to-end delay in [20] is purely based on simulation results. There is no analytical
model derived for the end-to-end parameter.
A study on end-to-end delay model is done in [46] where the authors analyze the
total delay time needed by a relay to carry a packet from a source to a destination
using the carry and forward system. The main goal of this study is to find the relay’s
optimal location that minimizes the total delay while taking into account the effect of
channel fading, path loss, and forward error correction. However, the study is based
on a mobile ad hoc network scenario with only one relay between the source and
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destination.
In [47], the author also proposes a similar study on the end-to-end model, where
the author uses the ergodic Markov chain to model the vehicle’s mobility, the expo-
nential distribution for the initial vehicle density, and the normal distribution for the
average vehicle speed. The author creates the model for vehicles that are sparsely
arranged on a one-directional straight road. Using these assumptions, the author is
able to obtain expressions for the exact delay time and delivery ratio. Nevertheless,
the model in [47] only considered transmission between two vehicles, not between
clusters of vehicles. In addition, the model does not consider the carry and forward
approach during packet transmissions. Instead, the authors use T -seconds-wait rule
where the packets are discarded if vehicles are unable to transmit them within T
seconds.
2.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed a number of works related to the carry and for-
ward approach which done either analytically or through the development of routing
protocols. These researches have confirmed that the diversity of network density in a
VANET topology can interfere with the transmission of the data packets. The carry
and forward approach has allowed researchers to find an alternative in transmitting
packets in a disconnected network. However, analytical studies also have shown that
this approach can cause information propagation speed to be reduced to the maxi-
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mum speed of vehicles on a highway. Therefore, this chapter has supported the thesis
motivation to find a distribution model for estimating end-to-end delivery delay as
well as an alternative approach of packet dissemination with small delivery delay.
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Chapter 3
Analytical Framework for End-to-
End Delay based on Unidirectional
Highway Scenario
3.1. Introduction
In a VANET, when the distance between two vehicles is less than the communication
range of the vehicles, these vehicles are able to communicate with each other using
the wireless channel. Nevertheless, in a sparse vehicular network, a vehicle normally
employs a store-carry-and-forward approach, where it holds the message it wants to
transmit until the vehicle meets other vehicles or other roadside units. Consequently,
the end-to-end delay in VANET is usually high. The study of the end-to-end delay
in VANET can be considered as one of the most important investigations in vehic-
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ular network because of extensive applications such as active safety and emergency
response applications [21] require the messages to be transmitted with minimal delay.
Wu et al. [40] have determine an information propagation speed model in a VANET
that is based on the carry and forward scheme. However, the derivation of the catch-
up delay model is limited to only between a cluster with informed vehicles and another
cluster with uninformed vehicles, and the closed form distribution of the catch-up
model is not presented in the numerical results. Therefore, we are not able to ascer-
tain the type of distribution for the catch-up model.
In our analysis, we derive the closed form distribution of the catch-up model and
extend the catch-up model to multiple disconnected clusters in a highway with one-
way vehicle traffic; and this leads to the derivation of an end-to-end delay model for
a unidirectional highway. The extension of the analytical model still uses the same
definitions and assumption as provided in [40]. Two assumptions are used to define
the vehicle traffic model in the study are:
• Poisson arrival
Vehicle traffic that pass a random point on the road follows a Poisson process
with an average rate equal to the traffic flow rate (vehicles per unit time).
Empirical studies have shown that Poisson arrival model can be used to model
vehicle arrival rate in free flow phase [20] and it is commonly used model in the
studies of VANETs [43–45]
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• Random and independent vehicle mobility
Based on the studies done in [40,44,48], vehicles’ speed can be represented with
uniform distribution with interval [vmin, vmax], where each vehicle freely moves
at its chosen velocity. Each vehicle is then assumed to move along the highway
at a constant speed, v m/s, such that the distance between the vehicle and its
neighbors remains unchanged.
3.2. SystemModel of the Time Duration for the Catch-
up Phase
Figure 3.1. Example of message propagation scenario
Consider a scenario presented in Figure 3.1 where a number of vehicles indepen-
dently travel along on a unidirectional highway of length D meters. The speed of
each vehicle, V , is modeled using uniform distribution over [vmin, vmax]. The model
assumes vehicles arrive to the highway following a Poisson process and partition into
a number of clusters. In this model, a cluster can be defined as a group of vehicles
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that are able to propagate messages using multi-hop forwarding via wireless channel.
Road traffic statistics in [49] have shown that vehicles tend to travel in clusters on a
highway. The clusters, which are formed in the highway, are split and merged over
time due to the mobility of the vehicles. If the gap between two clusters is larger
than the transmission range, r, then the carry and forward strategy is used to for-
ward messages. A vehicle is considered as an informed vehicle if the vehicle has the
message that needs to be transmitted. In this scenario, we also assume the source
of the messages is located in a cluster of informed vehicles and the receiver of the
messages is found in an uninformed cluster located at the end of the highway. The
message is transmitted via one of two ways, either through the forward process or the
catch-up process. In the forward process, the message is forwarded to other neigh-
boring vehicles within a partition via the wireless channel, where the message rapidly
propagates hop by hop until it reaches the farthest vehicle of that partition. In the
catch-up process, the message travels along with the carrying vehicle until the carrying
vehicle arrives within the communication range of the last uninformed vehicle in the
partition ahead of it. Once the carrying vehicle is inside the partition with a group of
uninformed vehicles, the message will be again propagated via forward process. Both
processes alternate with each other as the message propagates along the road.
The term TC in Figure 3.1 is the time duration for the catch-up process, where
packets are being carried by the carrying vehicle until the vehicle is able to forward
the packets via wireless transmission to the last uninformed vehicle in the partition
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ahead of it. Although, the open form cumulative distribution function (CDF) of TC
has been extensively studied and derived in [40], as shown in Equation (3.1); the
authors do not present the CDF or probability density function (PDF) of TC in their
numerical results. Based on the assumptions, expressions, notations, and model pa-
rameters provided by the authors in [40], we are able to produce the CDF and PDF
of TC via numerical integration. Table 3.1 lists the notations and parameters use in
this analysis.
Table 3.1: Notations and Model Parameters needed for the derivation of TC distribution
D The length of a road
L Gap between two neighboring vehicles
Lc Gap between two neighboring connected vehicles
Luc Gap between two neighboring disconnected vehicles
λ Traffic flow rate (vehicles/unit time)
λs Vehicles density (vehicles/unit distance)
N (t) Number of vehicles arrive at the highway during interval [0, t]
Nc Number of vehicle clusters
r Vehicle radio range
Tc Time duration of a catch-up phase
Tf Time duration of a forward phase
Vi Average speed of vehicle i, i = 0, 1, · · ·n;
a random variable in the interval [vmin, vmax]
X(t) Message propagation distance during (0, t]
X
′
(t) Distance that the partition tail moves during [0,t]
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The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of TC is presented as:
FTc(t) = P [Tc ≤ t] =
∞∫
r












FX′ (t)(x+ r − l)fX(t)(x)dx
]
fLUC (l)dl (3.1)
Based on Equation (3.1), we conclude that we need to derive closed form solutions
for f (x; t), F (x′, t), and fLUC (l), which are not presented in [40].
3.2.1. The Derivation of Closed Form Solution for CDF and
PDF of Message Propagation Distance, X (t)
Let X(t) denote the distance traveled by a first vehicle in the front most informed
cluster after passing a random location, H, during the time interval [0, t] (refer to
Figure 3.1). The CDF of X(t) is expressed as:
F (x, t) =
∞∑
n=0
P [X (t) < x|N(t) = n] .P [N (t) = n] (3.2)
In Equation (3.2), P [X (t) < x|N(t) = n] is given as:
P [X (t) < x|N(t) = n] = P [V0t < x, Vi (t− Ti) < x for each i = 1, 2, ..., n] (3.3)
Let V0 in Equation (3.3) denote the speed of the source vehicle located at the location
H at time, t = 0. Let Vi denote the speed of the vehicle i and Ti denote the arrival
time of a vehicle i at location H after t = 0. Based on the previously mentioned
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assumption of a Poisson arrival in Section 3.1, N (t) is defined as the number of









Using the Poisson process theorem [50], given that n vehicles have passed the
location H between time (0, t], the arrival times T1, · · · , Tn at which the events oc-
cur, considered as unordered random variables, are distributed independently and
uniformly in the interval (0, t). Therefore, with this theorem, Ti can be presented as
Ti ∼ uniform (0, t). With the assumptions that T1, T2, · · · , Tn and V1, V2, · · · , Vn are
independent identically distributed (i.i.d) and uniformly distributed at the interval
(0, t] and [vmin, vmax] respectively, Equation (3.3) can be expressed as:
P [X (t) < x|N(t) = n] = P [V t < x]P [V (t− T ) < x]n (3.5)
Using Equations (3.5) and (3.4), the CDF of X(t) in Equation (3.2) can be written
as:
F (x, t) =
∞∑
n=0




P [V t < x]P [V (t− T ) < x]n e
λt(λt)n
n!









To solve Equation 3.6, we need to solve P [V t < x] and P [V (t− T ) < x].
Let V denote the vehicles’ speed and it is uniformly distributed at interval [vmin, vmax].
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Therefore, P [V t < x] can be expressed as:
P
[



















The probability P [V (t− T ) < x] in Equation (3.6) denote the probability of the
distance traveled by n vehicles after passing the location H at the speed between
the interval [vmin, vmax] and at the time in the interval (0, t). The probability can be
computed as:




























With the assumption that the random variable T is independent identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) and uniformly distributed in the interval (0, t], P
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x < vt; v > x
t




Substituting Equation (3.9) in Equation (3.8), we arrive at:
P [V (t− T ) < x] =
x/t∫
vmin





· fv (v) dv
P [V (t− T ) < x] =





t (vmax − vmin) (3.10)
Using Equations (3.4),(3.7) and (3.10), we are able to formulate closed form solution
for F (x, t), which is shown below.

























F (x, t) =

(x/t)− vmin


















Next, we take the derivative of FX(t) (x) to derive the PDF of X (t) :















eλt (vmax − vmin)2
(3.12)
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3.2.2. The Derivation of Closed Form Solution for Cumulative
Distribution Function of X ′ (t) - Distance that the Parti-
tion Tail Moves
Let X ′ (t) denote the distance traveled by the last vehicle in an uninformed cluster
that is in front of an informed cluster during the time interval [0, t]. The CDF of
X ′ (t) is expressed as:
F (x′, t) = 1−
∞∑
n=0
P [X ′ (t) > x|N ′(t) = n]P [N ′(t) = n] (3.13)
where
P [X ′ (t) > x|N ′ (t) = n]P [N ′ (t) = n] = P [V0t > x, Vi (t− Ti) for each i = 1, 2, ..., n] (3.14)
In Equation (3.14), V0 is defined as the speed of the uninformed vehicle at location
J at time t = 0 and N ′ (t) denote the number of vehicles that pass location J . As
shown in Figure 3.1, we conclude there are no other uninformed vehicles pass location
J after the last uninformed vehicle during a catch-up phrase, and hence, the earliest







condition that a vehicle is in location J at the time 0 and the vehicle speed is in the
interval [vmin, vmax].
Using the same properties of the Poisson process, the distribution of T in this







































Using the same properties of independent identically distributed for Ti as in Section
3.2.1, Equation (3.14) can be rewritten as:
P [X ′ (t) > x|N ′ (t) = n]P [N ′ (t) = n] = P [V t > x]P [V (t− T ) > x]n (3.16)
Substituting Equations (3.15) and (3.16), the CDF of X ′ (t) in Equation (3.13) can
be expressed as follows:
F (x′, t) = 1−
∞∑
n=0
P [X ′ (t) > x|N ′(t) = n]P [N ′(t) = n]
= 1− P [V t > x]
∞∑
n=0


















In Equation (3.17), P [V t > x] is expressed as:
P (V t > x) = 1− P (V t < x)
P (V t > x) =
vmax − xt
vmax − vmin (3.18)
In this section, P [V (t− T ) > x] denote the probability of the distance traveled by





























(vmax − vmin) −
xvmin
tv (vmax − vmin) + 1 (3.19)
Using Equation (3.19), Equation (3.10) can be rewritten as:
P
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Finally, the closed form solution for F (x′, t) can be expressed as:
F (x′, t) = 1−
∞∑
n=0
P [X ′ (t) > x|N ′(t) = n]P [N ′(t) = n]
= 1− P [V t > x]
∞∑
n=0
P [V (t− T ) > x]n P [N ′(t) = n]













































F (x′, t) =





















; vmin ≤ xt ≤ vmax













vmin (vmax − vmin)
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3.2.3. Derivation of PDF for fLUC - the Distribution of Discon-
nected Vehicles Gap
As stated in Table 3.1, L is the gap between two neighboring vehicles and LUC is
the gap between two neighboring disconnected vehicles. Two neighboring vehicles are
considered disconnected if the gap between the vehicles is larger than communication
range, r. If the spacing between two neighboring vehicles, L follows an exponential
distribution, then the derivation of the PDF of fLUC (l) is as follows:
fLUC (l) = fL (l | L > r)
=
fL(l)
1− FL(r) ; l < r (3.22)
According to Wisitpongphan et al. in [20], the spacing between two vehicles can be
expressed by an exponential distribution and the validity of assumption for VANETs
has been confirmed by the empirical measurement reported in [20]. Therefore, the
inter-vehicle spacing is denoted as:
fs (s) = λse
−λss, (3.23)




If we use Equation (3.23) in fL(l) and FL(r), we are able to formulate the vehicle gap






fLUC (l) = λse
−λsleλsr (3.24)
3.2.4. Derivation of CDF and PDF of TC via Numerical Inte-
gration and Approximation of TC Distribution
It should be noted that the CDF of TC given in Equation (3.1) does not have a closed
form solution; but has to be evaluated via numerical integration. Plots in Figures 3.2
present the probability of TC distribution against time in seconds for different values
of flow rate.
In general, Figures 3.2 indicate with the increase in vehicle flow rates, the dis-
tance between vehicles decreases and, therefore, decreases the catch up delay. The
x-axis in Figures 3.2 denote the catch-up delay between two disconnected clusters of
vehicles. A large value of t indicates that the data packets are carried by an informed
vehicle in a catch-up phase most of the time and a small value of t indicates the
catch-up phase occurs in a short time and the data packets are transmitted using
forwarding phase most of the time. As shown in Figure 3.2a, in a sparse network,
the catch-up phase occurs at a high delay. At λ = 360 veh/hr, the frontmost vehicle
of an informed cluster of vehicles has a probability of 70% to catch up with the last
vehicle in an uninformed cluster of vehicles at a time delay t larger or equal to 200
seconds. However, in a dense network with λ = 2520 veh/hr, the catch-up process is
highly likely to happen at approximately 100 seconds or less.
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(a) CDF of TC
(b) PDF of TC
Figure 3.2. FTC distribution with different values of flow rates (vehicle/hour)
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Figures 3.2 show that the TC distribution has the shape of an exponential dis-
tribution. Therefore, we use exponential regression analysis to approximate the TC
distribution with an exponential distribution using the following equation [51,52]:
g (x) = aebx (3.25)
where a and b are constant called the model regression coefficients [51,52]. An expo-
nential regression analysis is performed by applying the logarithm to the base of e of
both sides of Equation (3.25). Subsequently, Equation (3.25) can be written by:




ln g (x) = ln a+ bx (3.26)
By substituting y = ln g (x), a linear regression analysis equation, which is expressed
as y = a+ bx, can be rewritten as:
y = ln a+ bx, (3.27)




x2 − nx¯2 (3.28)
























Table 3.2: Exponential Regression Parameters
Vehicle Flow Rate SSE R2 coefficient a coefficient b
360 0.0000399 0.9760 0.005067 -0.00498
1080 0.0002648 0.9619 0.01465 -0.01414
1800 0.0006772 0.9448 0.02371 -0.02283
2520 0.0013000 0.9282 0.03227 -0.03101
There are two main parameters in regression analysis that can indicate an expo-
nential distribution is a good fit for TC distribution [51,52]:
i. Sum of square errors (SSE)
In general, this parameter measures the difference between data points and an
estimation model with a value closer to zero to indicate a good fit.
ii. Coefficient of determination (R2)
This parameter indicates how well data points fit an approximation curve with
a value approaching to one to demonstrate a good fit.
Table 3.2 shows the output of the exponential regression analysis from MATLAB
Curve Fitting Tool for TC distributions for vehicle flow rates 360, 1080, 1800 and
2520 veh/hr. For each of the traffic flow rates, the exponential regression yields a
high value for R2 parameter, which is larger than 0.9. Table 3.2 also indicates the
parameter SSE yields values that are very close to zero. With the parameter R2 yield
values close to one and the SSE values produces values near to zero in the exponential
regression analysis, we can ascertain that our TC distribution can be approximated
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with an exponential distribution.
Figures 3.3a - 3.3d plot the exact distribution function of TC with its approxima-
tion counterpart, given in Equation (3.25) for the respective vehicle flow rate. From
these figures, we can establish the high accuracy of the approximation. Based on Fig-
ures 3.3, we determine that the exact distribution function of TC can be approximated
using an exponential distribution expression.
(a) Exact fTC versus approximate fTC for λ = 360 veh/hr
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(b) Exact fTC versus approximate fTC for λ = 1080 veh/hr
(c) Exact fTC versus approximate fTC for λ = 1800 veh/hr
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(d) Exact fTC versus approximate fTC for λ = 2520 veh/hr
Figure 3.3. The comparison between the exact distribution of TC and its approximation
3.3. Derivation of the Sum of Multiple Catch-up Time,
TD, for Unidirectional Highway
Using Figure 3.1 as an example, total catch-up time, TD, can be expressed as:
TD = Tf1 + Tc1 + Tf2 + Tc2 + Tf3 + Tc3 + · · ·+ Tfn + Tcn (3.30)
where:
Tfk= forwarding time in Cluster k
Tck= catching up time from Cluster k to Cluster k + 1
It is assumed that low vehicle density in a vehicular network causes the commu-
nication range to become smaller than the average inter-vehicle gap. Based on this
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assumption, the message transmission time can be approximated using entirely on the
vehicle movement while ignoring the message transmission time within a cluster, i.e.,
Tf1 as it is very small, since the packets are transferred via wireless channel within
the cluster, resulting in Tf1  TC1 . Therefore, Equation (3.30) can be re-written as:
TD = Tc1 + Tc2 + Tc3 + · · ·+ Tcn (3.31)





Let Nc denote the number of vehicle clusters on a highway with the assumption
that Nc is a random variable that is independent of TC ’s where Nc derivation will be
explained later in Section 3.3.1. Hence, we can find the conditional PDF of TD given
thatNc = n using the conditional characteristic function of TD. From Equation (3.31),
the conditional characteristic function of TD given that Nc = n can be expressed as:
TD = TC1 + TC2 + · · ·+ TCn








ΦTD|Nc=n (s) = {ΦTC (s)}n (3.33)
The conditional PDF of TD can be found by taking the inverse transform of
ΦTD|Nc=n. However, since the distribution of TC in Equation (3.1) is found using
numerical integration, a closed form solution is not feasible for Equation (3.33). In
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Section 3.2.4, using exponential regression analysis, we have determined the catch-
up time (TC) distribution in Figures 3.2 can be approximated with an exponential
distribution. Henceforth, fTC can be denoted with the following expression:
fTC (t) ≈ λTCe−λTC t, (3.34)
where the value of λTC should be found using minimum mean square error (MMSE)
between the exact distribution function of TC in Equation (3.1) and an exponen-
tial distribution. Using the approximation of TC as an exponential distribution, the
conditional PDF of TD given that Nc = n can be found using characteristic func-
tion expressions of TC and sums of TC ’s. The characteristic function of TC can be
expressed as:


















From Equation (3.35), we can find the expression for the characteristic function of
TD given that NC = n:
TD = TC1 + TC2 + · · ·+ TCn








= ΦTC1 (s) · · ·ΦTCN (s)







Thus, the conditional PDF of TD can be found using inverse Laplace Transform of
the conditional characteristic function of TD in Equation (3.36) which is expressed in
Equation (3.37):








−λTC t (λTC t)
n−1
(n− 1)! (3.37)
From Equation (3.37), we ascertain that the conditional PDF of TD given thatNC = n
follows an Erlang(n, λTC ) distribution.
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3.3.1. Analysis on the Distribution of Number of Clusters
To find the PDF of TD, we have to derive the distribution model for the number of
clusters, NC . Based on the message propagation scenario in Figure 3.1 of Section
3.2, we consider a unidirectional highway of length D meters. The source vehicle is
located in the first informed cluster and the destination vehicle is located at the end
of the highway. Therefore, a message from the source vehicle has to be propagated
over multiple clusters of vehicles in order to be transmitted to the destination vehicle.
In addition, we assume the vehicles enter the highway according to a Poisson process
with traffic flow rate of λ. Therefore, by employing the Poisson process assumption,
we consider the number of clusters can be modeled by using the Poisson distribution.
Subsequently, by applying the vehicular network analytical framework provided in [20]
and [40], we are able to formulate two different models for number of clusters for a
unidirectional highway of lengthD. The derivation of the two models will be explained
in detail in the following sections.
3.3.1.1. Analysis of NC1
We denote NC1 as the number of cluster derivation in the first analysis. Hence, we
derive the Nc1 distribution using the parameters E[Sinter] and E[CL] provided in [20]:
(a) Average inter-cluster spacing, E [Sinter]
In accordance with the concept of cluster, inter-cluster spacing is defined as the
spacing between the last vehicle of the leading cluster and the first vehicle of the
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following cluster given that the spacing is larger than the transmission range r [20].
Since it has been established in [20] that the inter-vehicle spacing is exponentially
distributed with parameter λs, the average inter-cluster spacing can be expressed as:
E [Sinter] = r +
1
λs
(b) Average cluster length, E [CL]
Cluster length is defined as the length between the first vehicle and the last vehicle












From Figure 3.4, we derive the probability mass function of NC1 as:
P (Nc = n) =
αn1
n!
eα1, with α1 =
D
E [Sinter] + E [CL]
(3.38)
where:
D is the length of the highway
E [Sinter] is the average inter-cluster spacing,
E [CL] is the average cluster length
Figure 3.4. Scenario for NC1 distribution
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3.3.1.2. Analysis of NC2
NC2 denote number of clusters in the second analysis and its derivation is based on
vehicular network paramters E[Xf ] and E[Xc] provided in [40].
(a) Average distance during forwarding phase, E [Xf ]
Xf represents the distance traveled by messages during a forwarding phase where the
expected value is given as:
E [Xf ] = E [Y ] + r, (3.39)
where
r is the transmission range, and
E [Y ] is the average cluster size and it is expressed as:
E [Y ] = E [M ]E [Lc] , (3.40)
where
E [M ] is the average number of vehicle gaps in a cluster.
E [Lc] is the average gap between two connected neighboring vehicles.
Using Equation (3.23), we derive the following closed form expressions for Equa-
tions (3.41) and (3.42), respectively:















1− (e−λsr (λsr + 1))
λs (1− e−λsr) (3.42)
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If we substitute Equations (3.41) and (3.42) in Equation (3.40), we arrive at:








E [Xf ] = r +
e−λsr
(
1− (e−λsr (λsr + 1)))
λs
(b) Average distance during catch-up phase, E [Xc]
Xc denotes distance traveled by messages during a catch-up phase and the expected








E [X (t)] fTC (t) dt (3.43)
It should be noted that the closed form expression is not feasible for Equation (3.43)
since E [X (t)] is solved using numerical integration. Therefore, Equation (3.43) is
solved through numerical integration using the exact distribution of TC in Equation
(3.1).
Figure 3.5. Scenario for NC2 distribution
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Based on Figure 3.5, the distribution of NC2 can be expressed as:
P (N = n) =
αn2
n!
eα2, with α2 =
D
E [Xf ] + E [XC ]
(3.44)
where:
D is the length of the highway,
E [Xf ] is the expected value of the forwarding distance,
E [XC ] is the expected value of the catch-up distance
3.3.2. Derivation of TD Distribution based on TC and Nc distri-
butions
Using NC distributions, we are able to formulate f (TD; t) using Law of Total Proba-
bility [53] as:
f (TD; t) = fTD (t|Nc = n1)P (Nc = n1) + fTD (t|Nc = n2)P (Nc = n2) +
fTD (t|Nc = n3)P (Nc = n3) · · ·










where i can be either 1 or 2.
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3.4. Results and Analysis for Distribution of Total
Catch-up Time TD in One Way Street
3.4.1. Numerical Results
In this section, we present some pertinent numerical results regarding the analysis
done in this chapter. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the probability mass functions for
NC1 from Equation (3.38) and NC2 from Equation (3.44), respectively, for traffic rate
λ = 360, 1080, 1800 and 2520 veh/hr. Both Figures 3.6 and 3.7 reveal that NC1 and
NC2 distributions have different peak in low traffic rates less than 1800 veh/hr. For
λ = 360 veh/hr, the highest peaks for the NC1 distribution is at approximately 15
clusters indicating large number of clusters are formed at low traffic rate; whereas the
NC2 distribution has the highest peak at less than 10 clusters. It is also interesting
to note that the NC2 distribution does not show much difference for traffic rate 360
and 1080 veh/hr compared to the NC1 distribution.
Furthermore, there is a correlation between number of clusters and traffic density
where the number of clusters decrease as traffic density increases. The relationship
is shown in Figure 3.8, which exhibits average cluster length, E[CL]; and average
inter-vehicle spacing, E[Sinter]. Figure 3.8 shows the average cluster length increases
as vehicle traffic flow rate increases which indicates that as traffic density increases,
the inter-vehicle spacing reduces until the gap is less than the transmission range.
Consequently, clusters in the highway merge to form a larger cluster, thereby reducing
number of clusters in the highway. Figure 3.9 presents the average distance traveled
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λ = 360 veh/hr
λ = 1080 veh/hr
λ = 1800 veh/hr
λ = 2520 veh/hr
Figure 3.6. PDF of NC1















λ = 360 veh/hr
λ = 1080 veh/hr
λ = 1800 veh/hr
λ = 2520 veh/hr
Figure 3.7. PDF of NC2
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Figure 3.8. Expected values of CL and Sinter for NC1 distribution
by messages during forward phase, E [Xf ]; and catch-up phase, E [Xc]. Figure 3.9
shows that the value of E [Xf ] also increases with the increment of traffic flow rate,
confirming that as the traffic density increases, messages are mostly transmitted via
wireless channel rather than being carried by vehicles.
Furthermore, the trend in the plots of E [Xf ] and E [Xc] in Figure 3.9 derived
from our analysis in Section 3.3.1.2 show an exact match with the numerical results
of the original E [Xf ] and E [Xc] from [40], which is shown in Figure 3.10. The same
trend displayed by Figures 3.9 and 3.10 validated the accuracy of our work on the
distribution of TC from [40]. Figure 3.11 displayed the information propagation speed
based on the TD1 and TD2 distributions, which further validates the accuracy of our
analysis as Figure 3.11 shows similar trend with the information propagation speed
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from [40]. Therefore, we are able to arrive with the same conclusion as [40] which
higher vehicle density leads to a larger partition size and shorter inter-cluster distance,
and henceforth, reduce the catch-up time. Figure 3.11 shows a sharp increase as the
vehicle flow rate increases and the propagation speed is shown much faster than the
vehicle movement.
Figures 3.13 - 3.14 display the PDF of TD1 and TD2 distributions, respectively.
Although both distributions exhibit similarities to an Erlang − n distribution, the
two distributions show different peaks for traffic rate lower than 2000 veh/hr. The
variations of NC1 and NC2 at low traffic rate mentioned in preceding paragraph are
also displayed in TD1 and TD2 distributions in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, respectively.
At λ = 360 veh/hr, the TD1 distribution in Figure 3.13 shows high end-to-end delay
since NC1 distribution in Figure 3.4 displays high number of disconnected clusters of
vehicles. In addition, Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show that NC1 and NC2 distributions have
the similar peaks for traffic rate larger than 1500 veh/hr. This trend is also shown in
TD1 and TD2 distribution at Figures 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. Based on empirical
traffic data, it has been established that a vehicular network on a highway is fully
connected when the traffic volume exceeds 1000 veh/hr [20]. Therefore, we ascertain
at λ ≥ 1500 veh/hr, a vehicular network on a highway has almost full connectivity
and most of the clusters are merging into larger clusters. Subsequently, the packets
are forwarded using via wireless channel most of the time, resulting a small variation
on the end-to-end delay between the two distributions.
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Figure 3.9. Expected values of Xf and Xc for NC2 analysis
Figure 3.10. E[Xf ] and E[Xc] numerical results from [40]
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Figure 3.11. Information propagation speed from TD1 and TD2 analyses
Figure 3.12. Information propagation speed from [40]
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λ = 360 veh/hr
λ = 1080 veh/hr
λ = 1800 veh/hr
λ = 2520 veh/hr
Figure 3.13. PDF of TD1



















λ = 360 veh/hr
λ = 1080 veh/hr
λ = 1800 veh/hr
λ = 2520 veh/hr
Figure 3.14. PDF of TD2
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3.4.2. Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results in Figures 3.16a -3.16f for our proposed
analytical model using the network simulator NS-2 [54,55]. Our simulation scenario,
which is displayed in Figure 3.15, is based on a one-directional highway with the
length of 15 km. The highway is assumed to have multiple one-directional lanes,
where vehicles can overtake each other without changing their lane or maneuvering.
Vehicles are generated using a Poisson process with flow rates of 360, 1080, 1800
and 3600 veh/hour. Each vehicle is assigned a random speed based on a uniform
distribution between the interval vmin = 20 m/s and vmax = 28.89 m/s and the
assigned speed does not change over the simulation time. We perform the simulation
for 1200 seconds and repeat the simulation for 1000 iterations. Since NS-2 is built
to simulate a network environment, we configure media access control (MAC) and
physical (PHY) layers in NS-2 to retain the assumptions of ideal MAC and PHY
layers for the model so that the simulation is executed under ideal communication
channel. The packets are generated using Poisson traffic with mean of 0.1 second
and the transmission range is set to 250 meter. In addition, we configure the source
vehicle to be the only informed vehicle at time t and located at located at position
H; and the destination vehicle is the first vehicle to pass location H at time t.
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Figure 3.15. Simulation Scenario
Figures 3.16 display the comparison between the numerical results of the TD1 and
TD2 analyses with the simulation results. It should be noted that the simulation re-
sults in Figures 3.16 are consistent with Nc2 and TD2 numerical results. Although
the analytical results for both E [Sinter] and E [CL] parameters in [20] are supported
by simulation results, the simulation topology in [20] is based on a straight two-
directional highway. On the other hand, the analyses on the average distance during
a forwarding phase, E [Xf ]; and a catch-up phase, E [XC ] in [40] is based on a one-
directional highway, although the analyses are not supported by simulation results.
Henceforth, we argue that NS-2 simulation results are consistent with the TD2 distri-
bution because our simulation topology is based on a one-directional highway.
In addition, the plot for TD2 distribution in Figure 3.16a, which is for λ = 360
veh/hr, has a small discrepancy with the simulation plot of TD, although both plots
show the same trend of Erlang-n distribution model. As the value of λ increases, the
plots for TD2 distributions displayed in Figures 3.16b-3.16d show an exact match with
the simulation plots of TD. From Figure 3.16, we ascertain that the small discrep-
ancy between the plot of TD2 distribution and the plot of TD simulation is caused by
the Poisson process properties which it assumes a large number of arrivals. We also
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conclude that even though NS-2 has been configured with the ideal communication
channel, MAC and PHY conditions in NS-2 still affect the simulation results. Fur-
thermore, we ascertain that the use of Poisson traffic for data packets generation in
the simulation cause a small deviation between analytical and simulation results. The
end-to-end delay result shown in Figure 3.16f also does not show a definite match with
the analytical results, even though the simulation results shown consistency with the
analytical results. Figures 3.16a and 3.16b clearly show that at λ ≤ 1500 veh/hr, NS-
2 simulation results are consistent with TD2 analytical results. At λ ≥ 1500 veh/hr,
Figures 3.16c and 3.16d display consistency between the simulation and analytical;
results for both TD1 and TD2 .
(a) λ = 360 veh/hr
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(b) λ = 1080 veh/hr
(c) λ = 1800 veh/hr
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(d) λ = 3600 veh/hr
(e) Expected number of clusters
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(f) Expected end-to-end delay




In this section, we have proposed a probability distribution for the end-to-end delay
model for a vehicular network on a unidirectional highway by extending the catch-
up delay model between two adjacent vehicle clusters to multiple vehicle clusters as
well as using traffic characteristics models to determine the distribution for number
of clusters. We have approximated the distribution of the catch-up delay model be-
tween two disconnected clusters using the exponential regression analysis to derive the
catch-up delay model for multiple clusters. Using the approximation, we have estab-
lished that the total catch-up delay model for multiple clusters follow an Erlang− n
distribution. We also have validated our analytical results through simulation. From
the results, we have established that our simulation results are consistent to the TD2




Adaptive Beaconing System Based
on Fuzzy Logic Approach
4.1. Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, VANETs are exposed to frequent topology changes;
intermittent communication due to high velocity on highways and the impact of
traffic control systems in urban areas; and different type of network densities. For
example, VANETs on highways or in urban areas are more likely to establish highly
dense networks during rush hour traffic, whereas the same networks can experience
frequent network partition because of sparsely populated highways or during late
night hours.
Beaconing, or single-hop broadcast, is an essential feature of many of vehicle-to-
vehicle communication systems. One of the main utilizations of beaconing is to collect
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neighbors information for packet forwarding [56]. Beacon packets are periodically and
locally broadcasted to announce vehicles’ current status in the network and the mes-
sages normally contain vehicles’ identifier; their geographical position and velocity;
and the time when the beacon is broadcasted into the network [19].
Broadcasting beacon messages is still considered as a communication challenge
in data dissemination since all communicating vehicles must broadcast messages at
a constant rate. The majority of VANET routing protocols is designed to include
constant beaconing as part of their routing methods, such as the Vehicle-Assisted Data
Delivery (VADD) protocol proposed in [16] and the Distributed Vehicular Broadcast
(DV-CAST) protocol proposed in [34], where both protocols require vehicles in the
network to transmit beacon messages every 0.5 sec and 1 sec, respectively.
VANET has a highly dynamic topology where the traffic density can rapidly
change from sparse to heavy. In a situation where the number of vehicles is small and
vehicle mobility is high, the dependency of accurate location information is intensi-
fied as vehicle locations change very quickly. In order to acquire accurate information
in such networks, the most logical solution is to increase the frequency of emitting
beacon messages. Unfortunately, this solution can lead to a high number of beacon
messages being exchanged, which also leads to high channel occupancy and a high
number of packet collisions. On the other hand, choosing not to increase beaconing
frequency can cause the stale neighbor information problem to occur.
Based on the above scenarios, it is important to consider an adaptive beaconing
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approach where a vehicle can adjust its beacon rate based on the changes in traffic
characteristics and vehicle mobility. In this chapter, we propose an adaptive beacon-
ing system that adapts beacon frequency by using the fuzzy inference engine and
utilizing three main parameters. These are packet carried time, number of single-hop
neighbor and current vehicle speed. Using the fuzzy logic approach, the system will
adjust beacon frequency by decreasing the rate in dense traffic condition to reduce
the overloading of the channel and increasing the rate in spare network to increase
neighbor information accuracy.
4.2. Overview of Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is based on the theory of fuzzy sets, where an object’s membership of a
set is gradual rather than just based on extreme values of conventional logic that uses
precise data such as 0 or 1; true or false; or on or off [57, 58]. The representation of
extreme values may not always be sufficient in describing some aspects of the real
world.
Formally, fuzzy logic is a mathematical representation of vague real world infor-
mation. Instead of using just two extreme data points as in binary logic, there can be
multiple in-between data points [59]. Both conventional and fuzzy data can be mod-
eled using mathematical sets. Conventional or crisp sets contain data that satisfy
specific requirements for membership. The degree to which an element belongs to a
set is called the degree of membership in the set. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 illustrate
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Figure 4.1. Crisp set for tall Figure 4.2. Fuzzy set for tall
the difference between the crisp set and fuzzy set for the tall definition .
Using the crisp definition of tall In Figure 4.1, a person with height of 157 cm
would not be tall at all, whereas using the fuzzy definition in Figure 4.2, the same
person would be considered tall with a degree of 0.375. Mathematically, the degree
of membership for both crisp definition of tall can be mathematically described as:
Degree of tallness =

0, x < 160
1, x ≥ 160
whereas the fuzzy definition can mathematically be described as:
Degree of tallness =

0, x < 150
x− 150
15
, 165 ≥ x ≥ 150
1, x > 160
These functions that describe the degree of membership in a given set are known as
membership functions.
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4.2.1. Fuzzy Logic Membership Function
A membership function is used to describe a fuzzy set. A membership function for a
fuzzy set A can be formally defined as µA : X → [0, 1], where each element of X is
mapped to a value between 0 and 1 [57]. This value, which is referred to as degree
of membership, quantifies the grade of membership of the element in X to the fuzzy
set A. There are different forms of membership functions that have been discussed
in the literature such as triangular, trapezoidal, piecewise linear and Gaussian [60].
However, this section will present types of membership functions that are used in this
research.
• Triangular Membership Function
A triangular function is defined by a lower limit a, and upper limit b, and a
value m, where a < m < b (Refer to Figure 4.3).
µA (x) =

0, x ≤ a
x− a
m− a, a < x ≤ m
b− x
b−m. m < x ≤ b
1, x ≥ b
Figure 4.3. Triangular Membership Function
• Trapezoidal Membership Function
This function is defined by a lower limit a, and upper limit d, a lower support
limit b, and an upper support limit c, where a < b < c < d (Refer to Figure
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4.4). Figures 4.5 and 4.6 display two special cases of a trapezoidal function,
which are called R-function and L-function.
µA (x) =

0, (x < a) or (x > d)
x− a
b− a , a ≤ x ≤ m
1, b ≤ x ≤ c
d− x
d− c . c ≤ x ≤ d Figure 4.4. Trapezoid Membership Function
µA (x) =

0, x > d
d− x
d− c , c ≤ x ≤ d
1, x < c
Figure 4.5. R-Function of a Trapezoidal Function
µA (x) =

0, x < a
x− a
b− a , a ≤ x ≤ b
1, x > b
Figure 4.6. L-Function of a Trapezoidal Function
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4.2.2. Fuzzy Logic System (FLS)
According to Mendel in [59], a fuzzy logic system (FLS) can be defined as a nonlinear
mapping of an input data vector into a scalar output. The strength of a fuzzy logic
system is that there are huge numbers of possibilities that lead to lots of different
mappings [59]. On the other hand, this strength does require a cautious understanding
of fuzzy logic as well as its elements that comprise a fuzzy logic system. In general,
a fuzzy logic system comprises of four components [59]:
1. Fuzzification module –in this module, the system inputs, which are crisp values,
are transformed into fuzzy sets by using fuzzy linguistic variables and term, and
membership functions.
2. Knowledge base –this module stores IF-THEN rules provided by experts.
3. Inference engine –this module implements the fuzzy inference process on the
inputs based on IF-THEN rules from the knowledge base.
4. Defuzzification module –this module transforms the fuzzy set obtained by the
inference engine into a crisp value.
The process of the fuzzy logic system in the proposed adaptive beaconing system is
explained in Algorithm 4.1
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Figure 4.7. Fuzzy logic system components
Algorithm 4.1 Fuzzy logic system
1: function Initialization
2: Define the system inputs: Carried Time, Number of Neighbor, Speed
3: Construct the membership functions
4: Construct the rule base
5: end function
6: function Fuzzification
7: Convert crisp input data to fuzzy values using membership functions
8: end function
9: function Inference
10: Evaluate the rules in the rule base
11: Combine the results of each rule
12: end function
13: function Defuzzification
14: Convert the beacon interval fuzzy set to a single beacon interval
15: end function
During FLS initialization, which is shown in Line 1-5 of Algorithm 4.1, the pro-
posed system defines three parameters as its system inputs. The three parameters are
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Carried Time, Number of Neighbour and Speed. The main reasons for the selection of
the three parameters as the FLS inputs can be summarized as follows. First, Wisit-
pongphan et al. conduct an empirical study in [20] to characterize key parameters for
intermittently connected or disconnected VANET. The study shows the characteristic
of the inter-vehicle spacing during rush hour and off-peak hour. From the empirical
study, we ascertain that the number of neighbouring vehicles within the transmission
range of 250 meters can be used to indicate whether the vehicle traffic in VANET is
heavy or sparse. The parameter Speed is used as another indicator for the network
condition because the velocity of vehicles and the vehicular traffic density are implic-
itly interrelated with each other. The relationship are clearly shown in [61, 62] using
the traffic flow theory, where the average vehicles velocity decreases when the vehicle
traffic density increases. The input Carried Time is the time duration when packets
undergo the Recovery Mode via carry and forward technique. Since this method is
used only when the network is partitioned or disconnected in [16,17,34], we establish
that the parameter Carried Time can also be used to indicate whether the network
is dense or sparse.
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4.3. Adaptive Beaconing System based on Fuzzy Logic
System for Vehicular Network
4.3.1. Key Routing Parameters and Design
The proposed Adaptive Beaconing System is built upon a carry and forward based
routing protocol. In this section, we present the principle operations of the carry and
forward based routing protocol. Figure 4.8 illustrates the operations of the routing
protocol.
Figure 4.8. Flowchart of the carry and forward based routing protocol
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In the current protocol design, each vehicle maintains a local neighborhood state
information, called nb_table. The nb_table stores local neighboring vehicles informa-
tion such as the vehicle id, the time of the beacon transmission, the current position,
the speed, and the velocity of the vehicle at the time when the beacon is transmitted.
Figure 4.9 shows the beacon packet format which contains the information necessary
to run the carry and forward based routing protocol.
1. Source ID is a unique vehicle identification for the vehicle that broadcasts the
beacon packets. The size of this field is currently set to 2 bytes.
2. Source Location is the geographical position of the vehicle that broadcasts the
beacon packets. The size of this field is 8 bytes.
3. Speed is the current speed of the vehicle that broadcasts the beacon packets.
The size of this field is set to 4 bytes.
4. Velocity is the current direction of the vehicle that broadcasts the beacon pack-
ets. In an urban model, the direction is based on the cardinal directions, which
are North, South, East, West. The size of this field is set to 8 bytes.
5. TimeStamp is the time when the beacon is broadcasted by the source vehicle.
This size of this field is 4 bytes.
Figure 4.9. Beacon Packet Format
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Moreover, each entry is maintained based on their age using a timer, which also
known as the neighbor age threshold. The neighbor information is considered as
latest if the NAT is below the threshold, whereas any member of the list older than
the neighbor age threshold is discarded.
As illustrated in Figure 4.8, the decision in forwarding process is made through
greedy forwarding in the Neighbor Discovery Mechanism, where an intermediate node
that is closest to the destination nodes become the next relay in the packet forwarding
process based on the information stored in the nb_table. When a current forwarder
enters a partitioned network where there is no suitable neighbor to forward packets
towards the destination node, the current forwarder will use the Carry Mode as its
recovery mechanism until it moves into other vehicles’ transmission range.
4.3.2. The Design of Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) for Adaptive
Beaconing System
The process of the proposed Adaptive Beaconing System is illustrated in Figure 4.10.
In the proposed adaptive beaconing fuzzy logic system, each vehicle has the same
initial broadcast interval. The next beacon interval is then determined by feeding the
three inputs which are Carried Time, Number of Neighbor, and Speed into the fuzzy
inference engine. The fuzzy inference engine is a group of rules that are developed
using expert knowledge. The knowledge based rules that connect the inputs and
the output is based on a careful understanding of the philosophy behind vehicular
network behavior. The fuzzy inference engine for the proposed adaptive beaconing
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Figure 4.10. Fuzzy logic components in the Adaptive Beaconing System
system is based on Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method [58,59] and is constructed using
IF-THEN rules based on three main rules that are presented in Section 4.3.4
4.3.3. Fuzzification of Inputs and Output
In the proposed system, each vehicle determines its beacon interval based on three
inputs:
1. Carried Time : Measures how long packets have to be carried by a current
forwarder/vehicle before being forwarded via wireless transmission
2. Number of neighbors : The number of neighbors that are within the vehicle’s
transmission range.
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3. The vehicle’s current speed.
The above three inputs will be used in the fuzzy inference engine to determine the
fuzzy output, which is the beacon interval. Therefore, the membership functions need
to be developed for the three input parameters as well as the output parameter. In
fuzzy logic, an object’s membership is extended to accommodate various degrees of
membership on the continuous interval of 0 and 1 where the endpoints normally cor-
respond to no membership and full membership, respectively [57, 58]. The selection
of the membership functions for the three inputs and output are derived based on
previous simulation results of the fixed beaconing system. To design the fuzzy logic
system, we use MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. Figures 4.11–4.14 present the mem-
bership functions of the three inputs which are used in the proposed FLS system.
As shown in Figure 4.11, membership functions Low, MediumLow, Medium,
Figure 4.11. Membership Functions for Adaptive Beaconing FLS Input Carried Time
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MediumHigh, and High are used to represent input Carried Time. Packets can be
carried by a vehicle with a minimum time of zero second, in which packets are imme-
diately forwarded, to a maximum of 60 seconds. However, in a sparse network, it is
possible that packets have to stay in the buffer longer than 60 seconds. In such cases,
membership function High is used to represent such time delay.
Figure 4.12. Membership Functions for Adaptive Beaconing FLS Input Number of Neighbors
The input Number of Neighbors which is represented by membership functions;
Small, SmallMedium, Medium, LargeMedium, and Large are presented in Figure 4.12.
The range of values that are used in the membership functions represents number of
vehicles in a single-hop transmission in both sparse and dense networks. The range
of values that are used in the membership functions represents the number of vehicles
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in a single-hop transmission in both sparse and dense networks. Nevertheless, in this
input, only neighbors that are moving in the same direction and in front of the current
vehicle are counted. Figure 4.13 illustrates how neighbors are chosen. In Figure 4.13,
vehicles V1 until V10 are single-hop neighbors to the current forwarder, VC . However,
for our FLS input, only V1, V2, and V3 are counted as neighbors to VC since they
are moving in the same direction as VC and located in front of VC . Similar to input
Carried Time, if the number of neighbors is larger than 50 vehicles, the membership
function Large is used to represent such a value.
Figure 4.13. Selection of neighbors for input Number of neighbors
As displayed in Figure 4.14, membership functions Slow, Medium, and Fast are
used to represent input Speed. The unit used in the parameter is meter/sec. The
range of speed in the membership functions are based on the normal speed that is set
in an urban model.
Figure 4.15 presents the membership functions for output Beacon Interval. The
output Beacon Interval is configured to range between 0.05 to 5 seconds. The higher
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Figure 4.14. Membership Functions for Adaptive Beaconing FLS Input Speed
Figure 4.15. Membership Functions for Adaptive Beaconing FLS Output Beacon Interval
the value, the lower is the frequency for beacon generation. The range of values
between 0.05 to 1 second is often used in a sparse network. In a sparse network,
vehicles move with high mobility, and therefore, they usually move out of transmission
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range fairly quickly. High interval rate would ensure that a vehicle can forward
packets to its neighbor that is still within the transmission range. Interval values in
membership functions MediumLow and Low are normally used in a dense network,
since vehicles have low mobility in this network and neighboring vehicles do not
change rapidly.
4.3.4. Fuzzy Inference Engine
The fuzzy inference engine (Line 9-12 of Algorithm 4.1) for the proposed adaptive
beaconing system is based on Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method [57, 58] and is con-
structed using IF-THEN rules from the knowledge base. The group of IF-THEN
rules for the proposed FLS is based on main rules that determine the condition of
a vehicular network, which are shown in Table 4.1. The knowledge base is normally
determined during the FLS initialization (Line 4 of Algorithm 4.1).
Referring to Table 4.1, Main Rule 1 is used to describe a sparse network, where
packets are being carried most of the time; the number of neighbors is small and there
is a possibility that a vehicle has no neighbor within the transmission range; and the
Table 4.1: The main rules for the fuzzy inference engine
Main Rule
IF THEN
Carried Time Number of Neighbors Speed Interval Frequency
1 High Small Fast High
2 Low Large Slow Low
3 High Large Slow Low
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vehicle would move with high speed. Main Rules 2 and 3 are used to portray a dense
network where the number of neighbors is high and vehicles move at slow speed.
Carried time for packets can be high or low. Low carried time means packets are
immediately forwarded to the next hop or destination node via the wireless channel.
However, carried time in a dense network can be high if the collision rate is high and
the wireless channel is congested. This situation may happen if most of the vehicles
in the network are trying to forward packets via the wireless channel and broadcast
beacon messages at the same time.
Using the main rules in Table 4.1 and the input membership functions shown in
Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.14, we construct 75 IF-THEN rules for the knowledge base
of the proposed fuzzy logic system.
Figures 4.16a –4.16c show the correlation behavior between input and output
variables. The trend shown in Figures 4.16a, 4.16b, and 4.16c match the three main
rules that are used to build our FLS knowledge base. The three figures demonstrate
that the beacon frequency increases as the value of Carried Time increases, the value
of Number of Neighbor decreases and the value of Speed increases. In addition, Figures
4.16a, 4.16b, and 4.16c show that for both high and low Carried Time values, the
beacon frequency decreases as the value of Number of Neighbor increases and the
value of Speed decreases.
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(a) Correlation between input Carried Time, Number of Neighbor and output Interval Rate
(b) Correlation between input Carried Time, Speed and output Interval Rate
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(c) Correlation between input Number of Neighbor, Speed and output Interval Rate
Figure 4.16. Correlation between FLS inputs and output
4.3.5. Defuzzification
As illustrated in Figure 4.10, once the FLS receives the fuzzy values from the fuzzy
inference engine, the values are then used in the defuzzification process to determine
the next beacon interval, as shown in Line 13-15 of Algorithm 4.1. Defuzzification is a
process of generating a crisp result based on the output membership function, which
is defined in Figure 4.15, and corresponding membership degrees. In the proposed
system, the center of gravity or centroid (COG) [57–59] is used for the defuzzification
process, The centroid method is equivalent to finding the center of mass of the output
composition [58,59].
As shown in Figure 4.17, the output of the defuzzification can be seen as logical
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union of two or more fuzzy membership functions defined on the output variable
[58, 59]. In Figure 4.17, if the degree for Interval VeryHigh is 0.4, the degree for
Interval High is 0.2, and the degree for Interval MediumHigh is 0.1, the resulting
result function forms a shape as shown in the figure. The x-coordinate, which is
the defuzzified value, of the centroid of the shape is then calculated. With this
method, every piece contributing to the output composition is accounted for in the
final defuzzified value.
Figure 4.17. Defuzzification using center of gravity
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4.4. Simulation Framework and Evaluation for Man-
hattan Grid Model
4.4.1. Simulation Assumptions
All vehicles are assumed to be equipped with wireless transceivers that allow the
vehicles to act as mobile network nodes, and a Global Positioning System (GPS)
device which provides the current vehicles’ location within the network. It is also
assumed that each vehicle has its own on-board unit, which has high capacity for
storing packets during the forwarding process.
4.4.2. Mobility and Network Model
The VANET simulation as shown in Figure 4.18 is implemented in a 4000 x 3200
meters grid model of the city environment. The model is based on theManhattan Grid
mobility model, also known as the City Section Mobility Model. The vehicles’ mobility
is generated based on the VanetMobiSim Intelligent Driver Model with Lane Changing
(IDM_LC) where the model adjusts the vehicles’ speed based on the neighboring
vehicles’ movements [63]. Vehicles’ movements in this model also support smart
intersection management, where vehicles slow down and stop at intersections, or they
act according to traffic lights. In addition, the model allows the vehicles to change
lane and overtake other vehicles in the presence of multi-lane roads.
The network model is simulated using NS-2 [54,55] using the mobility trace that is
generated by the VanetMobiSim [63] engine. The simulation scenarios are configured
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Figure 4.18. Manhattan Grid Model used in the simulation
using common parameters that are shown in Table 4.2. Since NS-2 cannot interact
directly with Fuzzy Logic Toolbox in MATLAB, we implement the fuzzy logic system
for the Adaptive Beaconing System in NS-2 using C++ based on the membership
functions and the rules that we have created in MATLAB.
4.4.3. Performance Metrics
For each scenario, we execute multiple simulation runs that are no less than 60 iter-
ations to attain a 95% confidence interval. The performance assessment is based on
four metrics:
1. Packet Delivery Ratio: Measures the fraction of data packets that are suc-
cessfully received by destination to those generated by traffic source.
2. Average End-to-End Delay : Measures the average difference between the
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Table 4.2: Network Model Configuration
Area 4 km by 3.2 km
Number of vehicles 40, 80, 120, 160, 200
Speed (meter/sec) Between 5 and 20 m/s
Simulation time 1000 seconds
Number of connections 15
Traffic pattern CBR Traffic
CBR Rate 0.5 packets/sec
Packet size 256 bytes
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground Model
MAC Layer IEEE 802.11b
Transmission range 250 meters
Forwarding and recovery strategy Greedy Forwarding
with Carry and Forward strategy
time a data packet is originated by an application and the time the same packet
arrives at its destination
3. Routing Overhead Ratio: Measures the fraction of total beacon packets
emitted to total number packets transmitted in the network
4. Total Collision Ratio: Measure the ratio of total number of collisions to total
number of packets transmitted in the network
4.4.4. Simulation Results and Analysis
As shown in Figure 4.18, the performance assessment is made on a 4 km by 3.2 km
Manhattan grid model with five different vehicle densities. For the first scenario, 40
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vehicles are configured to move in a random behavior on the grid with maximum
speed of 20 meter/sec. The number of vehicles is increased in the subsequent sce-
narios up to 200 vehicles. In addition, each scenario is configured with 15 random
sources transmitting data packets in every two seconds to 15 random receivers. The
performance comparison is made with fixed beacon interval (FBI) rate of 0.05, 0.5
and 2.5 seconds.
Plots displayed in Figures 4.19 confirm our argument that increasing the frequency
of beacon emission is not the best solution in getting accurate information on neigh-
boring vehicles as it can raise other routing issues. In Figure 4.19b, both adaptive and
fixed intervals are able to achieve approximately the same delivery rate for a sparse
network. However, Figure 4.19a shows that fixed intervals incur higher average end-
to-end delay, compare to the adaptive beacon interval that able to maintain a low
average end-to-end delay. It is confirmed that vehicles are unable to forward data
packets because the channel is frequently being used to broadcast beacon messages.
Figure 4.19a also demonstrates that the fixed interval of 2.5 seconds has the high-
est average end-to-end delay compare to other fixed intervals. This result also affirms
our contention that reducing beacon frequency can also reduce the information ac-
curacy and cause packets to be forwarded to unsuitable neighbors or dropped if the
neighbor is already out of range. In Figure 4.19b and 4.19a, in spite of the fact that
it shows the adaptive beacon interval has a small increase in term of delivery rate,
the adaptive beacon interval has significant reduction in term of average end-to-end
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delay. This is because our adaptive beaconing system able to reduce the routing over-
head approximately 25% to 35% compare to the shortest fixed interval which is 0.05
seconds, which is shown in Figure 4.19c. By reducing routing overhead, the proposed
beaconing system also is able to reduce packet collision in the network as presented
in Figure 4.19d. With congestion-free channel and small number of packet collision,
vehicles are able to forward packets at small forwarding delay.



























FBI − 0.05 seconds
FBI − 0.25 seconds
FBI − 2.5 seconds
(a) Average end-to-end delay (in seconds)
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(b) Packet Delivery Ratio
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(c) Routing overhead ratio
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FBI − 0.05 seconds
FBI − 0.5 seconds
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(d) Collision ratio
Figure 4.19. Simulation results comparison between Adaptive Beacon Interval and FBI
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4.5. Simulation Framework and Evaluation for Real-
istic Scenario
In this section, we present our evaluation framework in comparing the performance
of our proposed Adaptive Beaconing System (ABS) with the Adaptive Traffic Beacon
(ATB) protocol [37]. The details on ATB has been discussed in Section 2.3. The
assumptions made in Section 4.4.1 are still hold for the realistic scenario and the
same metrics detailed in Section 4.4.3 are still used in this evaluation. In addition,
both ABS and ATB protocols use the same forwarding process, which is through
greedy forwarding with carry and forward method as its recovery strategy. For this
comparison, we implement the ATB protocol as the beaconing system as closely as
proposed in [37].
4.5.1. Mobility and Network Model
To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed system in a realistic sce-
nario, we chose a road network based on OpenStreetMap [64] data of the area of the
University of Toronto, Canada. The area section of the city is approximately 8.69
km by 3.65 km and includes the University of Toronto campus and a small part of
Toronto downtown area. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the map of Toronto city from
OpenStreetMap and the map generated by the VanetMobisim [63], respectively. The
simulation scenarios are configured using common parameters that are shown in Table
4.3. ATB parameters in Table 4.4 are configured based on the configuration in [37].
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Similar to the simulation in Section 4.4, each simulation scenario is repeated with at
least 60 iterations to attain a 95% confidence interval.
Figure 4.20. Map of Toronto city based on OpenStreetMap
Figure 4.21. Map of Toronto city generated by VanetMobisim
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Table 4.3: Network Model Configuration
Area 8.69 km by 3.65 km
Number of vehicles 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200,
Speed (meter/sec) Between 5 to 15 m/s
Maximum acceleration 2.6 m/s2
Maximum deceleration 4.5 m/s2
Simulation time 500 seconds
Number of connections 20
Traffic pattern CBR Traffic
CBR Rate 0.5 packets/sec
Packet size 256 bytes
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground Model
MAC Layer IEEE 802.11b
Transmission range 250 meters
Forwarding and recovery strategy Greedy Forwarding
with Carry and Forward strategy
Table 4.4: ATB Simulation Parameters [37]
Parameter Value
Minimum beacon interval Imin 30 ms
Maximum beacon interval Imax 60 s
channel quality weighting wC 2
interval weighting wI 0.75
Number of neighbors for N = 1 50
SNR for S = 1 50 dB
Neighborship data expiry 60 s
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4.5.2. Simulation Results and Analysis
This section presents simulation results for performance comparison between ABS
and ATB. The simulations are implemented in a realistic map using eight different
densities (refer to Table 4.3). In each scenario, vehicles are configured to move in a
random behavior with maximum speed of 15 m/s. Box plots in Figure 4.22 show the
statistic of beacon intervals used in the simulation. For each of the data set, a box is
used to represent the first and third quartiles, with the median marked in the middle
of the box. Whiskers, which are the lines that extend from the edges of the box, show
the minimum and maximum beacon interval of each protocol.
In a sparse network, Figure 4.22a shows that ABS uses interval range approx-
imately between 0.1 and 2.5 seconds. The interquartile range for ABS is between
0.1 and 1.2 seconds with the median of 0.15 second. The box plot for ABS in Figure
4.22a skews toward values less than 1 second, which indicates ABS generates intervals
ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 seconds most of the simulation time. The ATB box plot in
Figure 4.22a shows a small distribution of interval values that are used in the sparse
network simulations. ATB has interquartile range between 0.02 to 1 second with the
median of 0.02 second. ATB statistics confirm that when ATB detects a congestion
free channel, it tries to exchange information as frequently as possible.
Figure 4.22b shows the statistics of ABS and ATB intervals in a dense network.
The ABS box plot in Figure 4.22b indicates the range of intervals used throughout
the simulation is between approximately 1.5 to 4.5 seconds. The interquartile range
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for ABS is approximately between 2.5 to 4.0 seconds with the median value of 3.75
seconds. The skewness of the ABS box plot in Figure 4.22b reveals that ABS uses
interval values between 3.5 to 4.0 seconds. On the other hand, ATB box plot in Fig-
ure 4.22b shows a small distribution of beacon intervals in which ATB uses interval
values ranging from approximately 0.3 to 0.4 second throughout the simulation.
Both ABS box plots in Figures 4.22 indicates that ABS is capable of adjusting the
intervals based on the current network’s condition. ABS tries to exchange informa-
tion as frequently as possible in a sparse network and lower the beacon frequency in
a dense network to reduce channel overhead and packet collisions. Based on Figures
4.22, we conclude that ATB is more fitting for broadcasting current events such as
accidents or road congestion compared to our scenario of transmitting data packets
with carry and forward strategy. A small distribution of ATB intervals in Figures
4.22 can be confirmed with [37] results in their realistic scenario simulation, as shown
in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: ATB results in from [37]
Minimum First Quartile Median Third Quartile Maximum




Figure 4.22. Interval rate comparison between ABS and ATB in two different densities
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Plots displayed in Figures 4.23 show consistency with our results for the Manhat-
tan grid model in Section 4.4.4. In Figures 4.23a and 4.23b, in a sparse network, both
ABS and ATB show consistent decrease in average end-to-end delay and increase in
packet delivery ratio. However, as shown in Figures 4.23a and 4.23b, ABS has suc-
cessfully lowered end-to-end delay by relatively 0.5 to 1 second and increased delivery
ratio by approximately 5% - 20% compared to ATB.
Figure 4.23c reveals that 95% of ATB overall transmissions in the network are
dominated by beacon packets whereas the highest overhead ratio for ABS is at 200
vehicles with approximately 75%. The trend can be confirmed by Figures 4.22 where
ATB uses interval values less than 0.5 second in broadcasting the beacon packets
throughout the simulation. As displayed in Figures 4.23c and 4.23d, ABS is able
to reduce the overhead ratio by 20% - 40% of ATB overhead ratio and maintain
low collision ratio at 10% while the ATB collision ratio steadily increases with the
increment of vehicle density. Results in Figures 8 and 9 indicates that by adapting
beacon intervals to the current network’s condition, ABS is able to reduce routing
overhead and packet collisions, and, therefore, reduce overall congestion in the wireless
channel. With minimum congestion, data packets are able to be forwarded at small
delivery delay and high delivery ratio.
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(a) Average end-to-end delay
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(c) Routing overhead ratio


















Figure 4.23. Performance comparison between ABS and ATB
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Results in Figures 4.23 indicates that by adapting beacon intervals to the current
network’s condition, ABS is able to reduce routing overhead and packet collisions,
and, therefore, reduce overall congestion in the wireless channel. With minimum
congestion, data packets are able to be forwarded at small delivery delay and high
delivery ratio.
4.6. Conclusion
In vehicular network, sending beacon packets at constant rate can overload the chan-
nel and affect both routing protocols and application performances. Thus, adaptation
in the beaconing system is necessary to maintain congestion free channel and at the
same time, exchange information as frequently as possible. In this chapter of the
thesis, we have presented an adaptive beaconing system based on fuzzy logic ap-
proach using three conditions. The three conditions are packet carried time, number
of single-hop neighbors and vehicles’ speed. The performance evaluation of the pro-
posed beaconing system and the fixed beacon intervals have been carried out using
NS2. The performance of the proposed system has also been compared with ATB
protocol [37]. The results have shown that the proposed adaptive beaconing system
is able to adjust the beacon interval based on vehicles mobility and current traffic
condition. The results also have confirmed that the adaptive beaconing system is able




The Implementation of Proactive
Multi-copy Routing (PMC) Proto-
col
In this section, we present the design for proactive multi-copy routing protocol (PMC),
which able to reduce the end-to-end delivery delay in a vehicular network. When using
a carry and forward based routing protocol, the end to end delivery delay is mainly
contributed by the carry and forward procedure rather than wireless transmission.
Therefore, the end-to-end delivery delay in a vehicular network can be further reduced
by replicating multiple copies of data packets to other nodes in order to increase the
chance of finding the destination node at small delivery delay.
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5.1. Introduction
As mentioned in Section 2.1, vehicular network topology is very dynamic compared
to traditional MANET because of the movement and speed of the vehicles. Thus, a
vehicular network is always partitioned due to this reason, especially if the vehicle
density is low. In this situation where a direct end-to-end path between source and
destination can be considered as nonexistent, a regular ad hoc routing protocol with
complete path discovery mechanism is not feasible since the routing path is usually dis-
connected due to the intermittent nature of network links. To overcome this problem,
vehicles can be used as carriers to deliver messages using store-and-carry forwarding
whenever forwarding option via wireless transmission is not available. VANET rout-
ing protocols [16–18,34] that employ this mechanism have been discussed extensively
in Section 2.2.
Noting that the carry and forward mechanism can largely influence the end-to-
end message delivery delay, majority of VANET routing protocols employ carry and
forward method only to ensure intermittent connectivity in a vehicular network does
not hinder packet delivery. Further, these protocols design their own unique solution
to reduce end-to-end delay. For example, both the Greedy Traffic-Aware Routing
(GyTAR) [17] and the Vehicle-Assisted Data Deliver (VADD) [16] protocols rely on
traffic density in selecting forwarding path. VADD prefers a high traffic density path
to a geographically shortest path especially, if the geographically shortest path con-
tains partitioned networks, and packets have to be carried by vehicles instead of
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transmitted via wireless channel. At each intersection, GyTAR dynamically selects
the next candidate junction by taking real-time vehicular traffic into account. The
Distributed Vehicular Broadcas (DV-CAST) [34] and the the Border Node based Rout-
ing (BBR) [18] protocols use restricted flooding mechanism to deliver packets to the
destination vehicles. DV-CAST suppress the flooding procedure in a dense network
to avoid redundant broadcast and reduce overhead.
In this chapter, we design and implement a routing protocol with a carry and for-
ward feature that is able to deliver data packets with small end-to-end delay without
the use of real time traffic data to determine forwarding path, or flooding mechanism.
The underlying idea of our protocol design is to forward multiple copies of data pack-
ets at road intersections to increase the chance of reaching the destination, and thus
reduce the end-to-end delivery delay.
5.2. Proactive Multi-Copy Routing Protocol
5.2.1. Design Assumptions
In our Proactive Multi-Copy (PMC) design, we assume that each vehicle has the ca-
pability to obtain the road map data and its position information, which we consider
as a valid assumption since nowadays most of the vehicles have a Global Positioning
System (GPS) device.
In addition, we are assuming the source vehicle acquires the location of the desti-
nation vehicle via a location service, which is beyond the scope of our design and will
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be not discussed in this thesis. Once the destination vehicle’s location is obtained,
the information is carried in the packet so that intermediate nodes do not have to
use the location service. However. due to the dynamic nature of a vehicular network,
the destination node may have already left the area by the time packets arrive at
the initial location. In this case, the packet carrier will obtain the new location of
the destination node via a location service and forward the packets toward the new
location. Further, we presume the use of a location service is limited only to acquiring
the destination node location. Therefore, each vehicle in the network will depend on
the beaconing system for its neighbor’s information.
5.2.2. Proactive Multi-Copy (PMC) Protocol Design
The PMC protocol is based on the idea of a carry and forward protocol combining with
a single hop beaconing system. In the PMC protocol, packet replication is made only
at the intersection in which multiple road paths to the destination are available based
on the candidates moving direction and destination vehicle positioning information.
At the straight road section where there is no alternative paths, the protocol greedily
forwards packets to the next intersection that leads towards the destination.
In this protocol, we assume that each node maintains neighborhood state infor-
mation in an nb_table, which stores the id, the time of the beacon transmission,
the current position, the speed, and the velocity of the neighboring vehicles at the
time when the beacon is received. This information is acquired through single-hop
beaconing system, where a vehicle would broadcast its information to its single-hop
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Figure 5.1. Transition modes in PMC
neighbors. The current protocol uses the same beacon packet format that is described
in Section 4.3.1.
As shown in Figure 5.1, there are three packets modes in the PMC protocol;
greedy forwarding mode, multi-copy forwarding mode, and recovery mode. When a
vehicle receives a packet, the vehicle will determine whether it is located at an in-
tersection or not (intersection_radius). If the vehicle is currently at an intersection,
the packet enters the multi-copy forwarding mode, or else, it enters the greedy for-
warding mode. In the greedy forwarding mode, the packet carrier finds the best next
hop (nexth) via the greedy algorithm with direction awareness. This algorithm will
be explained later in Section 5.2.3. In either multi-copy forwarding mode or greedy
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forwarding mode, if the current vehicle is unable to find the closest node to the desti-
nation node other than itself, or also known as local maxima, the packets then enter
the recovery mode. This situation is commonly happened in a sparse network, where a
vehicle may not have any information on its neighbors at all or the neighbors already
left its transmission range. In the recovery mode, packets are carried in the buffer and
the carrying vehicle will try to retransmit once it receives beacons from its neighbor
or when it arrives within other vehicle’s transmission range.
5.2.3. Single-copy Forwarding
This section describes a single-copy forwarding (SCF) algorithm that is commonly
used by VANET routing protocols. In this algorithm, the forwarding decision is
made at each hop using position and direction information of neighboring vehicles.
We ascertain that this algorithm is the basic forwarding algorithm used by the ma-
jority of VANET routing protocols.
Figure 5.2 demonstrates a scenario example where a source vehicle (vs) is for-
warding data packets to a destination vehicle (vd). In the SCF algorithm, vs finds a
next hop from its neighboring vehicles (vk) using greedy forwarding algorithm, which
is outlined in Algorithm 5.1. As illustrated in Algorithm 5.1, vs chooses a next hop,
vnexth with the smallest distance to vd based on the information in the nb_table. In
the example scenario of Figure 5.2, vs determines v1 as its next hop vehicle using
greedy forwarding. Subsequently, v1 chooses v2 as its vnexth and the data packets will
then be forwarded through road segment of I12 (rI12) towards vd. Since the traffic
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Figure 5.2. Scenario for single-copy routing in an intersection
density is low in that particular segment, the packets are then carried by intermedi-
ate vehicles until the latter are able to forward the packets wirelessly, in which high
latency can occur during the carrying process.
Majority of forwarding algorithms in VANET have ascertained that greedy for-
warding is not enough to find a suitable vnexth. For example, in Figure 5.2, if we
assume v1 is the current forwarding vehicle, then v2 or v3 can be a suitable candidate
for vnexth. However, in Figure 5.2, if we consider the moving direction for the can-
didate vehicles, then v3 cannot be taken into consideration since v3 is moving away
from vd. It would be more effective if v2 is selected as vnexth.
To determine whether a candidate vehicle is moving towards or away from the
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Figure 5.3. Visual representation of Equation (5.1)
destination vehicle, vd, we utilize Equation (5.1) to calculate θ. In Equation (5.1),
~vk is vk vector that indicates an intermediate vehicle (vk) speed value and moving
direction. We define variable −−→vkvd as distance vector from vk to vd. Figure 5.3 dis-
plays the visual representation of Equation (5.1). As illustrated in Figure 5.3, θ is
the magnitude of the difference between angles φ and ψ where φ is the angle of the
~vk and ψ is the angle of the ~vkd. If θ is smaller than or equal to pi2 , than we consider
the current vehicle is moving towards the destination vehicle.














However, relying exclusively on θ in Eqn (5.1) is not enough to determine whether
vk is moving towards or away from vd. The current forwarder also needs to discover
the cardinal direction of a candidate vehicle, vk, before calculating θ. Figure 5.4
displays a snap-shot for the example scenario in Figure 5.2. Each cardinal direction
shown in Figure 5.4 is assigned with an angle of the polar coordinate system; North
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= 90◦, South = 270◦, East = 0◦, and West = 180◦.
In Figure 5.4, both v2 and v3 are suitable next hop candidates for v1. Without
discovering the cardinal direction for v2 and v3, the calculation of θ from Eqn (5.1)
will result in 0◦ for both v2 and v3 since both (~v2)y and (~v3)y have zero value.
Figure 5.4. A snap-shot from the earlier example in Figure 5.2
By identifying the cardinal directions for v2 and v3, the calculation for θ2d and θ3d
are as follows:
θ2d =|0◦ − ψ2d| and θ3d =|180◦ − ψ3d|
From the calculation above, it is evident that v2 is the most suitable next hop
vehicle for v1. Algorithm 5.2 outlines the pseudo-code for discovering whether vk is
moving towards or away from vd. The function in Algorithm 5.2 is implemented in
Algorithm 5.1 at Line 5.
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Algorithm 5.1 greedy forwarding
Require: vk location; vd location; vc location
Ensure: vnexth
1: Dmin ← dist (vc, vd)
2: for each vk in nb_table do
3: dmin ← dist (vk, vd)
4: if dmin < Dmin then
5: if Dir(vkd) is true then
6: Dmin ← dmin






Ensure: vk direction to vd
1: Determine vk cardinal direction
2: θkd ← |arctan (~vk, ~vd)− arctan (~vk)|







In this section, we present the multi-copy forwarding algorithm, which is the main
component of the PMC protocol. We combine the single-copy and multi-copy al-
gorithms in the PMC protocol in order to reduce the delivery delay by proactively
replicates data packets at intersections and forward the packets greedily at regular
road segments. At any intersection, the PMC protocol replicates the packets through
road segments where the road direction,
−→
R is moving towards vd. We define four road
directions in the PMC as Northbound = 1, Southbound = 2, Eastbound = 3, and
Westbound = 4. Algorithm 5.3 outlines the main process of the PMC protocol and
Algorithm 5.4 describes multi-copy forwarding algorithm which replicates multiple
copies of a data packet when a vehicle arrives at an intersection.
In the PMC protocol, each vehicle has to maintain a m_copy table, which has
data entries that include data packet id, destination vehicle id, and the location of
an intersection at which the corresponding packet is replicated.
As outlined in Algorithm 5.3, upon receiving a data packet with id n (DPktn), an
intermediate node, vk examines its nb_table to determine if vd is one of its current
neighbors. If the condition is true, then vk immediately forwards DPktn to vd. Oth-
erwise, vk determines whether it is located an intersection or not. If the condition is
true, then vk examines its m_copy table to determine if DPktn, which is bound for
destination vehicle vd, has already been replicated and forwarded beforehand in that
particular intersection (Ic) in order to minimize redundant replication. If DPktn has
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Figure 5.5. Example scenario for multi-copy forwarding at an intersection
never been replicated at Ic, then the protocol implements multi-copy forwarding on
DPktn, as shown in Line 8 of Algorithm 5.3.
In Figure 5.5, after v1 receives DPKtn from vs at intersection I1 and it has as-
certained that DPktn has never been replicated and forwarded at I1 beforehand, v1
implements multi-copy forwarding, as described in Algorithm 5.4, by examining
−→
R of
each road segment at I1 to find out which of the four directions are moving toward vd.





R = Eastbound which are greyed out in the figure, are the best road
segment candidates for packet replication. Henceforth, using greedy algorithm with
direction awareness as shown in Algorithm 5.1 and 5.2, v1 finds the next hop from its
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neighboring vehicles for the selected road segments and forwards the packets to the
selected next hop vehicles, which in our example v2 and v3. After v1 replicates DPktn
and forwards to v2 and v3, both v2 and v3 forward DPktn to road segments rI12 and
rI13 , respectively via greedy forwarding with direction awareness. After forwarding
packets to v2 and v3, v1 stores DPktn, vd and Ic information in the m_copy table.
This process is then repeated once DPktn reaches intersections I2 and I3.
Examining the m_copy table before replicating data packets may not be enough
to minimize redundant replication since only the current forwarder, which in our ex-
ample, v1, stores the replication information in its m_copy table. To avoid redundant
replication, our solution is the use confirmation message in the periodic beaconing
packets. Additional fields (ACK, DPktn, vd, Ic) are added to the packet header which
Figure 5.6. Example scenario for minimizing redundancy at an intersection
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stores acknowledgment id, packet id, destination id and location of the current inter-
section. ACK field is used to inform the receiver of a beacon packet that the current
beacon contains information on packet replication at the adjacent intersection. In
Figure 5.6, we presume DPktn in our previous example arrives at intersection I4 via
I3; and the current forwarder (vc) performs multi-copy forwarding at I4. After for-
warding the copies of DPktn, vc sets the ACK field to 1 and attaches DPktn, vd and
Ic information to the most current beacon packet and broadcasts it to its neighbor
along road segments rI42 . The receivers of the beacon packet at road segment I42
save the information of the additional fields in their m_copy table. With this confir-
mation mechanism, other intermediate vehicles can minimize redundant copying at
intersection I4 from I2.
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Algorithm 5.3 main process of PMC
vs = source vehicle
vd = destination vehicle
vc = current forwarding vehicle
vk = intermediate vehicles/nodes
DPktn = data packets with id n = 1 . . .m
Ii = intersections available in the city map
Ic = current intersection
rIia = road segments at intersection i where a = 1 . . . 4−→
R = road direction vector
nexth = next hop for forwarding data packets
Upon receiving DPktn:
1: if vd is current neighbor then
2: forward DPktn to vd
3: else
4: if radius (Ic) == true then






11: vnexth ← greedy forwarding
12: if vnexth is available then







Algorithm 5.4 multi_copy forwarding
1: mcopy ← 0
2: for a← 1, 4 do
3: determine
−→
R for rIia to vd is true
4: end for
5: for each rIia where
−→
R to vd is true do
6: find nexth
7: if nexth for rIia available then
8: set nexth_statusIia = true
9: nexthIia ← vnexthia
10: mcopy = mcopy + 1
11: else
12: set nexth_statusIia = false
13: nexthIia = NULL
14: end if
15: end for
16: if mcopy 6= 0 then
17: for each rIia where
−→
R to vd is true do
18: copy DPktn and forward to vnexthia







In this section, we present our simulation framework in evaluating the performance
the proposed PMC protocol and compare it to the single-copy forwarding algorithm
via simulations conducted in NS-2 [54,55]. In our framework, we assume all vehicles in
the network are equipped with wireless transceivers that allow the vehicles to transmit
and receive packets via wireless channel. We assume all vehicles have a GPS device
to enable the vehicles discover their location in the network. In addition, each vehicle
has a high capacity buffer to store packets during recovery mode.
As we mentioned in Secton 5.2.2, the PMC protocol uses a single-hop beaconing
system to acquire knowledge on local topology. However, we design the PMC protocol
with a fixed beaconing system since the routing overhead is not the research focus in
this chapter.
5.3.1. Mobility and Network Model
Both PMC and single-copy forwarding protocols are implemented in the network sim-
ulator NS-2 [55] for performance assessment. The simulation scenarios are configured
in a 3 by 3 km urban grid model (Refer to Figure 5.7) with five different densities
ranging from 50 vehicles to 175 vehicles. We use the VanetMobiSim Intelligent Driver
Model with Lane Changing (IDM_LC) [63] to generate realistic vehicle mobility with
maximum speed of 15 m/s. Using this model, each vehicle is able to adjust its speed
based on the movement of the neighboring vehicles and change lane to overtake other
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vehicles in multi-lane roads. This model also supports smart intersection manage-
ment, where vehicles slow down and stop at intersections, or they act accordingly at
traffic lights. Table 5.1 summarizes the configuration parameters used in the simu-
lation. The communication range is set at 250 meters and all vehicles are required
to broadcast beacon packets every 0.5 second. Five pairs of source and destination
vehicles are selected in random and each source transmits one data packet for every
two seconds.
Figure 5.7. Manhattan grid topology used in the simulation
5.3.2. Performance Metrics
For each scenario. we execute our simulation with 100 iterations to ensure statistical
validity for 95% confidence interval. The performance assessment is based on four
metrics:
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Table 5.1: Network Model Configuration
Area 3 km by 3 km
Number of vehicles 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175
Speed (meter/sec) Between 5 to 15 m/s
Simulation time 1000 seconds
Number of connections 5
Traffic pattern CBR Traffic
CBR Rate 5 packets/sec
Packet size 256 bytes
Beacon interval 0.5 second
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground Model
MAC Layer IEEE 802.11b
Transmission range 250 meters
1. Packet Delivery Ratio: Measures the fraction of data packets that are suc-
cessfully received by destination to those generated by traffic source.
2. Average End-to-End Delay : Measures the average difference between the
time a data packet is originated by an application and the time the same packet
arrives at its destination
3. Routing Overhead Ratio: Measures the fraction of total beacon packets
emitted to total number packets transmitted in the network
4. Total Collision Ratio: Measure the ratio of total number of collisions to total
number of packets transmitted in the network
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5.4. Simulation Results and Analysis
Figures 5.8 present the simulation results on performance comparison between the
PMC protocol and the single-copy forwarding algorithm. Figure 5.8a displays the
simulation results on the average end-to-end delay at different network densities. In
the figure, PMC consistently outperforms the single-copy forwarding by the average of
approximately 0.5 second in a disconnected network and 1 second in a well connected
network. Figure 5.8a shows a low reduction of the end-to-end delay in a sparse network
compares to a well-connected network because in a sparse network, data packets are
carried by vehicles most of time. However, the reduction of the end-to-end delay
shows that the PMC protocol is still able to perform efficiently in a sparse network
since vehicles are most likely to stop or slow down at intersections. Figure 5.8b
presents the delivery ratio comparison between PMC and the single-copy forwarding
algorithm. The figure shows an increment of approximately 12% in delivery ratio
when the PMC protocol is used in the scenario. From Figures 5.8a and 5.8b, we
ascertain that using multi-copy forwarding in transmitting data packets can further
reduce average end-to-end delay and increase packet delivery ratio.
Figures 5.8c and 5.8d display the comparison overhead and collision ratios between
PMC and single-copy forwarding in the simulation. In the figures, PMC and single-
copy forwarding show similar overhead and collision ratios while achieving lower end-
to-end delay. Even though the number of vehicles increases in a dense network,
the PMC protocol is still able to maintain similar overhead ratios as single-copy
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forwarding since PMC uses the same beaconing system as single-copy forwarding
with only small additional bytes of information added to the beacon packet.
(a) Average end-to-end delay (in seconds)
(b) Packet Delivery Ratio
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(c) Routing overhead ratio
(d) Collision ratio
Figure 5.8. Simulation results comparison between single-copy forwarding and PMC
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5.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have designed and implemented a new proactive multi-copy (PMC)
routing protocol that reduces end-to-end delay by proactively replicates data packets
at intersections and forwards them to different intermediate nodes. By forwarding
multiple copies of packets to different relays at different road segments, the protocol
increases the chance of reaching the destination at low delivery delay. The forwarding
mechanism is based on information that is commonly available via a GPS device.
Simulation in an urban grid model has shown that the PMC protocol is able to reduce
the average end-to-end delay and increase the delivery ratio compared to single-copy
forwarding results. Despite having additional information added to beacon packets
to minimize redundant replication, the results have shown that the proposed protocol




Conclusions and Future Work
6.1. Conclusions
In this thesis, we investigate several issues related to the connectivity and performance
of a carry and forward based routing protocol in a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET).
We address the challenges posed by the unique properties of VANET, which are
dynamic network topology and intermittent connectivity. Our research topics focus
on investigating end-to-end delay for multiple disconnected clusters of vehicle on
a unidirectional highway; developing an adaptive beaconing system using a fuzzy
logic approach to reduce channel overhead and packet collisions; and implementing a
routing protocol that proactively replicates data packets at intersections to increase
the chance of reaching the destination with small end-to-end delay.
In VANET, the vehicles mobility and network topology are highly diverse espe-
cially in an urban area. Multi-hop forwarding through a large geographic area is
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usually expected for disseminating data to a far away vehicle. Due to VANET’s dy-
namic nature, it is common for the forwarding path to go over some areas of the
network where the number of vehicles is low and a next forwarding vehicle is hard to
find. In this situation, an end-to-end connection over a large distance may not always
exist. To support data dissemination in the presence of partitioned or disconnected
networks, a carry and forward approach is used where a forwarding vehicles carries
the data packet when a suitable next hop vehicle is not available, and forward the
packet when a new vehicle moves into its vicinity. Although this approach can in-
crease the chance of delivering the data packet to its destination, it can influence the
packet’s end-to-end delivery delay since the packet is moving with the speed of the
carrying vehicle as opposed to the speed of light.
Thus, in Chapter 3, an analytical study is done on the data packet end-to-end
delay between a source and a destination over multiple clusters of vehicles. In this
chapter, the distribution model for end-to-end delay is derived which, to our best
knowledge, has not been done in the literature. In this study, we are able to confirm
that the carry and forward process often occurs in a low density network and the
process has caused the packets to be delivered at high end-to-end delay. In addition,
using the end-to-end delay model, we are able to estimate the probability of end-
to-end delivery delay based on the average traffic flow rate. Nonetheless, the study
is done without considering a number of real-world communication aspects such as
channel fading, and contention issues at media access layer which can be considered
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as the research future works.
Transmitting packets on a single wireless communication channels often leads to
channel contention problems especially in a dense network and all the vehicles are
transmitting their periodic beacon packets and data packets at the same time. In
Chapter 4, we concentrate on the effects of period local broadcast communication
and design an adaptive approach for broadcasting beacon packets based on the logical
reasoning of a VANET conditions. From our study in Chapter 4, we are able to show
that by adapting the intervals for broadcasting the beacon packets based on the
current network conditions, channel contention problems and packet collisions can
minimized and at the same, we are able to reduce end-to-end delay and increase
delivery ratio.
With the dynamic change in both topology and mobility, a vehicle can suffer in-
termittent connectivity or network disconnections in some parts of the network due
to the low number of vehicles. In other areas where the number of vehicles is high, the
data packets are normally forwarded using multi-hop forwarding via wireless channel.
In Chapter 6, we design a routing protocol that can increase the chance of delivering
the data packets at a small delay without the use of the real-time traffic information.
Using a map of an area, the protocol reduces the delivery delay by replicating mul-
tiple copies of the same packet at an intersection. The replicated packets are then
forwarded to the road segments that have directions towards the destination vehi-
cle. The result shows that by replicating the same packets in a controlled manner,
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the protocol is able to reduce end-to-end delivery delay compare to the forwarding
strategy that does not use replication.
The biggest challenge in a VANET is its mobility and dynamic topology. It is
common for a VANET to experience extremely high network density and low net-
work density. This thesis has addressed the main issue of a carry and forward based
routing protocol which is end-to-end delivery delay. By studying the carry and for-
ward process in both low and high density networks, we are able to design a suitable
approach in broadcasting periodic beacon packets as well as forwarding data packets.
6.2. Future Research Directions
There are a number of promising directions for further research in VANETs. This
section presents some of future works in the context of this thesis.
(i) The analytical framework for end-to-end delay presented in this thesis is derived
for a unidirectional highway. The model can be extended to two directional
highways and streets with intersections. In addition, in the model, packet
transmissions are assumed to be forward transmission. Therefore, additional
extensions for backward transmission for both one and two directional highways
can be considered. In the proposed analytical model, vehicles’ speed is based
on a uniform distribution and assumed to remain unchanged once the vehicles
enter the highway. It would be interesting to see the derivation of our model if
we assume the vehicles’ speed changes when moving on a highway.
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(ii) Prototype verification for the adaptive beaconing system and the proactive
multi-copy routing protocol can be considered extremely difficult and expensive.
However, a protocol emulator using microcontrollers or field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) chips can be used to imitate vehicles in a network and verify the
performance of the protocols.
(iii) The adaptive beaconing system can be developed using a neural network model
and compare its performance with fuzzy logic based beaconing system.
(iv) The proactive multi-copy routing protocol presented in this thesis is investi-
gated using an urban grid model. The investigation can be extended to a
realistic urban scenario since intersections are a common occurrence in realistic
urban scenarios. The comparisons of the proactive multi-copy routing protocol
can also include other VANET routing protocols available in the literature.
(v) The proactive multi-copy routing protocol can also be designed to be sensi-
tive to the network condition. In a sparse network, instead of forwarding to
selected relays at different road segments, the protocol should use a broadcast
mechanism instead to further increase the chance reaching the destination. The
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Tables of Confidence Intervals
A.1. Chapter 4 Simulation Results with 95% Confi-
dence Interval
Adaptive Beaconing System
Table A.1: End-to-end delay
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 5.9066 5.7042 6.1089
50 3.1087 2.9553 3.2621
75 1.4723 1.4085 1.5361
100 1.1226 1.0165 1.2287
125 0.8539 0.7626 0.9452
150 0.7392 0.6606 0.8178
175 0.5245 0.4723 0.5768
200 0.1808 0.1670 0.1946
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Table A.2: Packet Delivery Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 0.5429 0.5269 0.5588
50 0.8508 0.8404 0.8612
75 0.9541 0.9482 0.9599
100 0.9740 0.9704 0.9776
125 0.9920 0.9864 0.9975
150 0.9874 0.9845 0.9903
175 0.9901 0.9868 0.9933
200 0.9935 0.9961 0.9909
Table A.3: Routing Overhead Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 0.6043 0.6003 0.6084
50 0.5357 0.5340 0.5374
75 0.5836 0.5818 0.5854
100 0.6299 0.6290 0.6309
125 0.6723 0.6701 0.6745
150 0.7082 0.7077 0.7088
175 0.7367 0.7361 0.7374
200 0.7564 0.7558 0.7570
Table A.4: Collision Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 0.0205 0.0194 0.0215
50 0.0630 0.0609 0.0651
75 0.0724 0.0700 0.0748
100 0.0780 0.0758 0.0802
125 0.0760 0.0741 0.0779
150 0.0817 0.0799 0.0836
175 0.0896 0.0880 0.0911
200 0.1039 0.1018 0.1060
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Adaptive Traffic Beacon Protocol
Table A.5: End-to-end delay
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 6.0080 5.5968 6.4192
50 4.0697 3.6829 4.4564
75 2.0077 1.8804 2.1349
100 1.4242 1.2994 1.5490
125 1.3020 1.1929 1.4112
150 1.1851 1.0750 1.2952
175 1.1137 0.9978 1.2296
200 0.6942 0.6325 0.7559
Table A.6: Packet Delivery Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 0.5501 0.5347 0.5655
50 0.7330 0.6941 0.7719
75 0.7948 0.7751 0.8145
100 0.8302 0.8136 0.8467
125 0.8368 0.8198 0.8537
150 0.8656 0.8495 0.8818
175 0.8846 0.8710 0.8982
200 0.8882 0.8749 0.9016
Table A.7: Routing Overhead Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 0.9362 0.9360 0.9364
50 0.9613 0.9612 0.9614
75 0.9220 0.9219 0.9221
100 0.9377 0.9376 0.9377
125 0.9486 0.9485 0.9486
150 0.9567 0.9567 0.9568
175 0.9621 0.9621 0.9622
200 0.9661 0.9660 0.9662
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Table A.8: Collision Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
25 0.0296 0.0293 0.0298
50 0.1014 0.1008 0.1021
75 0.1015 0.1005 0.1025
100 0.1484 0.1474 0.1495
125 0.2202 0.2191 0.2213
150 0.2810 0.2798 0.2822
175 0.3853 0.3838 0.3867
200 0.4698 0.4715 0.4682
A.2. Chapter 5 Simulation Results with 95% Confi-
dence Interval
Proactive Multi-copy (PMC) Routing Protocol
Table A.9: End-to-end delay
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 4.1875 3.9516 4.4234
75 2.9528 2.7423 3.1634
100 1.5888 1.5543 1.6232
125 0.9278 0.8808 0.9747
150 0.5360 0.5033 0.5687
175 0.2145 0.1998 0.2293
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Table A.10: Packet Delivery Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 0.4787 0.4585 0.4990
75 0.6202 0.6030 0.6373
100 0.6904 0.6733 0.7076
125 0.7875 0.7797 0.7953
150 0.8391 0.8268 0.8513
175 0.8789 0.8714 0.8864
Table A.11: Routing Overhead Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 0.4869 0.4832 0.4907
75 0.5848 0.5800 0.5895
100 0.6469 0.6371 0.6566
125 0.6946 0.6835 0.7057
150 0.7222 0.7149 0.7294
175 0.7434 0.7317 0.7551
Table A.12: Collision Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 0.0102 0.0100 0.0103
75 0.0312 0.0310 0.0313
100 0.0382 0.0378 0.0386
125 0.0499 0.0496 0.0502
150 0.0754 0.0750 0.0758
175 0.0998 0.0990 0.1006
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Single-copy Forwarding Algorithm
Table A.13: End-to-end delay
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 4.6053 4.2686 4.9421
75 3.5830 3.3668 3.7992
100 2.8567 2.7020 3.0114
125 2.0428 1.9822 2.1034
150 1.7426 1.6935 1.7916
175 0.8585 0.8222 0.8948
Table A.14: Packet Delivery Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 0.4449 0.4264 0.4634
75 0.5259 0.5095 0.5423
100 0.5734 0.5645 0.5823
125 0.6485 0.6312 0.6659
150 0.7583 0.7416 0.7750
175 0.7922 0.7788 0.8057
Table A.15: Routing Overhead Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 0.4776 0.4774 0.4877
75 0.5853 0.5852 0.5954
100 0.6388 0.6315 0.6461
125 0.6896 0.6829 0.6962
150 0.7385 0.7149 0.7294
175 0.7671 0.7592 0.7751
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Table A.16: Collision Ratio
Number of vehicles Mean CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit
50 0.0140 0.0135 0.0144
75 0.0276 0.0268 0.0284
100 0.0403 0.0394 0.0412
125 0.0526 0.0515 0.0537
150 0.0732 0.0717 0.0747



































static const int Low = 1; //trapmf , [0 0 5 15]
static const int dMediumLow = 2; //trimf , [5 15 25]
static const int dMedium = 3; //trimf , [20 30 40]
static const int dMediumHigh= 4; //trimf , [35 15 55]












static const int nSmall = 1; //trapmf ,[0 0 10 20]
static const int nSmallMed = 2; //trimf , [10 25 40]
static const int nMedium = 3; //trimf , [30 45 60]
static const int nHighMed = 4; //trimf , [50 65 80]








//based on Matlab FIS file
struct speedMFInt
{
static const int spSlow = 1; //trapmf , [0 0 5 13.89]
static const int spMedium = 2; //trimf , [5 10 15]























static bool mySortFunction (const std::vector <double >& rowA ,
const std::vector <double >& rowB);
double fuzzymin (double x, double y, double z);
double downSlopeTri (double x, double m, double b);
double upSlopeTri (double x, double m, double a);
double MFTriangular (double input , double Range_a , double
Range_m , double Range_b);
double MFTrapezoid (double input , double Range_a , double
Range_b , double Range_c , double Range_d);
double MFTrapezoidLeft (double input , double Range_m , double
Range_a);
double MFTrapezoidRight (double input , double Range_m ,
double Range_b);
double downSlopeTriMu (double mu_x , double m, double b);
double upSlopeTriMu (double mu_x , double m, double a);
intrvMF MFTriangularMu (double mu_x , double Range_a , double
Range_m , double Range_b);
intrvMF MFTrapezoidLeftMu(double mu_x , double a, double b);
intrvMF MFTrapezoidRightMu(double mu_x , double a, double b);






double combMFRules[COMBINATION ][INPUT ];
//fuzzy rules matrix results based
on inputs
double MFResult[COMBINATION ][ OUTPUT ];

















delayMF evaluateMFdelay (double delayIn ,
delayMF dMF_);
numNeighborMF evaluateMFNeighbor(double neighborIn ,
numNeighborMF nMF_);
speedMF evaluateMFSpeed (double speedIn ,
speedMF sMF_);
void evaluateMFResults ();
// evaluate matrix result using
interval MF
void evaluateMFMatrix ();
// evaluate the output of fuzzy rules
matrix result
void insertMFResults(delayMF dMF_ ,
numNeighborMF nMF_ , speedMF sMF_);
// create fuzzy rules matrix result
based on user inputs
void printMFResults ();
// printout fuzzy rules matrix result
void InsertFuzzyRulesOutput ();
// insert output MF into fuzzy rules
matrix
void copyRulesOutput ();
//copy the result and the fuzzy
rules matrix into a new array
void sortMFRules ();
// sorted fuzzy rules matrix in
MFResult based on column 0
double defuzzification ();
// centroid defuzzification process
double defuzzTriangular(double x1, int rule);
// defuzzification process via
centroid
double receiveInput(double delay_ , double speed_ ,
int numNeighbor);
// receive inputs from main code
};















// data packet id being multi -copied
nsaddr_t dest_addr_;
// destination address for the packet
double inter_x_;
// intersection (pos x) where packet is being multi -copied
double inter_y_;
// intersection (pos y) where packet is being multi -copied
double time_copied;
// time when the packet is being copied
nsaddr_t bcast_node;
// node id that broadcast ANC
mbcast_table* fnext_;


















void btab_insert(int id , nsaddr_t rxn , double int_x ,
double int_y , double time , nsaddr_t bnode);
bool btab_search(int id , nsaddr_t rxn);
void btab_delete(int id , nsaddr_t rxn);
};





















































mPacket* mp_head () { return mp_head_; }
mPacket* mp_tail () { return mp_tail_; }
bool list_empty () const;
// return true if packet buffer is
empty
void insertLast(Packet *p);
// save packet at the last slot of
the buffer
void deletePkt_id(int id);
























#define CURRENT_TIME Scheduler :: instance ().clock ()
/*
===========================================================================








nsaddr_t addr_; // neighbor ’s
address
double posx_; // neighbor ’s
location - position x
double posy_; // neighbor ’s
location - position y
double posz_; // neighbor ’s
location - position z
double speed_; // neighbor ’s speed
double velox_; // neighbor ’s
velocity - position x
double veloy_; // neighbor ’s
velocity - position y
double veloz_; // neighbor ’s
velocity - position z
double angle_; // angle to
destination node
int card_dir_; // cardinal
direction at intersection
double time_; // timestamp - when
the info is saved
int notupdates_ ;// how many time
neighbor info is not update
// < 3 beacon cycle - >= 3 beacon cycle - info deleted
mnb_info* mnb_next;
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mnb_info(nsaddr_t add , double x, double y, double z, double
sp_ , double vx , double vy, double vz, double ang , int dir























mnb_info *mnb_first_ , *mnb_last_;





mnb_info* mnb_first () { return mnb_first_; };
mnb_info* mnb_last () { return mnb_last_; };
void insert_nb(nsaddr_t nid , double nx, double ny , double nz
, double nspeed , double nvx , double nvy , double nvz);
// save neighbor information at the beginning of the list
nsaddr_t search_nb_greedy(nsaddr_t ma, nsaddr_t prevn ,
nsaddr_t rxn);
// search the closest neighbor via greedy forwarding
void delete_nbid(nsaddr_t nid);
// delete neighbor information based on its address
void delete_allnb ();
// delete all neighbor ’s information in the table
int nb_number ();
// calculate number of neighbor in the table
void where_mynb ();
// determine where my neighbor is going
// based on cardinal directions:
// 1 - North(Up), 2 - South(Down), 3 - East(Right), 4 - West
(Left)
bool mynb_inList(nsaddr_t nid);
// return true if the neighbor information already exists in
the list
};
















void mcr_location(nsaddr_t id, double *x, double *y, double
*z);
void mcr_velocity(nsaddr_t id, double *vx, double *vy ,
double *vz);
double mcr_distance(double x1, double y1, double z1 , double
x2, double y2, double z2);
double mcr_node_angle(double xv1 , double yv1 , double xv2 ,
double yv2);
double mcr_velo_angle(double xv , double yv);
double mcr_intersection_angle(double x1 , double y1 , double
x2, double y2);
};
#endif /* MCR_ROUTING_H_ */
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Appendix C
Mobility and Network Simulation
Tools
C.1. Simulators for Vehicle Mobility Pattern
VanetMobiSim [63] extends the CANU Mobility Simulation Environment (CanuMo-
biSim which is a flexible framework for user mobility modeling) and its mobility
patterns have been validated against TSIS-CORSIM, a well-known and validated
traffic generator. The simulator emphasizes on vehicular mobility and features re-
alistic automotive motion models at both macroscopic and microscopic levels. At
the macroscopic level, VanetMobiSim can import maps from the US Census Bureau
TIGER database, or randomly generates them using Voronoi tessellation [63]. At the
microscopic level, VanetMobiSim able to implement mobility models which able to
provide car-to-car and car-to-infrastructure communications. VanetMobiSim’s func-
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tionalities are decomposed into macro- and micro-mobility features of a vehicular
environment to produce realistic urban mobility traces. The macro-mobility part is
composed of motion constraints and a traffic generator, while the micro-mobility part
controls cars acceleration and deceleration in order to keep a safe inter-distance and
avoid accidents and overlapping. The output from VanetMobiSim resulted in a mo-
bility trace file, which can be of any selected format compatible to NS-2, QualNet,
GlomoSim or OPNET file for its further use in network simulation.
C.2. Network Simulation Tools
One of the main objectives for any VANETs communication system is to evaluate its
benefits and limitations, specifically in terms of its performance. Network simulation
is generally used to model computer network configurations before they are imple-
mented in the real world. Using simulation, performance of different network setups
can be compared, which makes it possible to recognize and resolve performance prob-
lems without having to perform potentially expensive field tests. Network simulations
are commonly used in research especially to evaluate the behavior of newly developed
network protocols [77].
The ns-2 network simulator is a discrete event-driven simulator, which focuses
almost entirely on dynamic nature of communication networks [54]. Development of
ns-2 started in 1989, which was then shorthand for Version 2 of The Network Simu-
lator. During that time, it was a fork of the REAL network simulator developed by
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Figure C.1. NS2 Basic Architecture
Cornell University and University of California, which was based on earlier simula-
tors[37]. While there is no IDE or graphical execution environment available for ns-2,
the simulator can record detailed packet traces that can be written to disk and, later,
visualized using the included NAM (short for Network Animator) tool.
Fig. C.1 shows the basic architecture of NS2, in which provides its users with
an executable command ns that takes the name of a Tcl simulation script file as its
input argument with a simulation trace file as its output. The simulation core of
most ns-2 modules is formed by a wide array of C++ classes. Object Tcl (OTcl), an
object oriented dialect of the more popular Tcl language is used to set up, run, and
control simulations; as well as for large parts of the module library, and to interface
the C++ objects with Tcl simulation script [54].
By using OTcl code to declare module structure, module behavior, and simulation
control that can be seamlessly interwoven with the C++ core modules, NS2 becomes
an extremely flexible simulator for networking research,. Further flexibility is afforded
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by the fact that no rigid constraints on event types or module coupling thar are en-
forced by the simulation kernel. Any ns-2 object in the simulation can schedule an
arbitrary object derived from event to be delivered to any other ns-2 object, or an
arbitrary OTcl statement to be executed. Therefore, a number of conventions, as
illustrated in have proven helpful for structuring simulations [54]:
i. Nodes resemble hosts in the simulation. They contain at least one classifier,
termed the node entry point, which will handle packets (i.e., events of type
Packet) sent to that node.
ii. Classifiers handle packets in a node, passing each to one or more higher-layer
classifiers in the node or delivering them to outbound links. An agent is a special
form of classifier that constitutes the end of a packet handling chain, creating
new packets or consuming the packets sent to it.
iii. Links resemble channels between nodes in the simulation. They contain at least
one connector, termed the link entry point, which will handle packets sent to
that link.
iv. Connectors handle packets in a link, passing each packet either to the connector
target or to a special drop target.
Even with these agreed-upon conventions, however, the degree of flexibility offered
by NS-2 means that great care needs to be exercised if simulations are to be re-
used in another context or if efforts from different research groups are to remain
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Figure C.2. Common convention of modeling in NS-2
compatible. Moreover, debugging ns-2 simulations requires detailed knowledge of the
OTcl components, as their statements are interpreted at run time and, thus, cannot
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